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Abstract 

 

In recent times, the application of wireless communications in processes control is 

increasing due to clear advantages as the ease of installation, the modularity, the 

possibility of controlling a remote process or the versatility of a not-wired moving 

control panel for a worker, for example. However, this technology has some other 

problems, among which the possibility of a malicious attack taking advantage of the 

open communication channel that this technology presents is remarkable. This fact 

shows the importance of raising the issue of security in wireless networks. 

The two main kinds of malicious attacks that can be applied to a controlled process by a 

wireless network are denial-of-service and deception attacks. The first of them consists 

in a blocking of the delivered data, in a way that destination modules don’t receive it. 

The second one consists in a modification of the sensors or actuators delivered data by 

the attacker. The effect of these attacks, mainly of deception ones, has not been deeply 

analyzed, therefore the consequences or the detection of them are an interesting field of 

investigation. 

The main emphasis of this Master Thesis is the analysis of the effect of malicious 

deception attacks applied to a real process, in this case a scale model of a water 

distribution system made up of four interconnected water tanks and two pumps to 

control the water levels. The process model is derived, followed by the design and test 

of three kinds of controllers: LQG, PI and PI robustified with the Glover-McFarlane 

method. Later, the performance of the closed loop system with these controllers is tested 

against a series of deception attacks, including the introduction of offset in the process 

inputs and in inputs and outputs at the same time, an output freezing, a replay of a series 

of output values and a zeroing output attack, using transmission zeros of the system and 

its properties. Some conclusions about the performance of Kalman filters, controls with 

integrators and the control robustification under attack have been achieved: there’s no 

remarkable difference of behaviour between the different controllers under attack, just 

little differences depending on the design with or without integrator; there’s neither 

difference of performance under attack in the case of PI and PI robustified control, and 

the residue of estimations with Kalman filters can be useful to detect any kind of attack. 

Finally, some detection solutions have been suggested, leaving generalised solutions for 

future work. 

 

Keywords: Wireless process control, LQG, PID, Robust control, Deception attacks, 

Security. 
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Chapter 1: 

Introduction 

 

1.1.  Previous work 

In the last years, the rise of reliability in radio communications has made the 

application of wireless technology in control systems possible. The advantages of this 

technology are strong, as the mobility of plant supervisors, easy reorganization of 

systems, remote plant facilities (as water distribution...) easily connectable or easy 

surveillance with video and voice [1.1]. 

However, the implementation of wireless technology generates new problems to 

deal with. Apart from the physical problems that can provoke this technology, mainly 

based on the emission of electromagnetic signals to the surrounding environment, or the 

necessary existence of batteries close to the wireless devices that can provoke problems 

in a hazardous environment [1.2], some of these problems come from the own nature of 

the communication channel. As this channel is completely open in the air, problems 

with signal coordination, delays and schedulability, identification of signal senders or 

malicious attacks can appear. 

Effectively, the wireless channel provokes that an attacker can read the delivered 

information and/or modify it easily; hence this possibility has to be taken into account. 

Until a few years ago, the investigations about reliability of a control loop have been 

focused on fault tolerant designs [1.3] [1.4] or robust control designs [1.5] [1.6] against 

non linearities and model inaccuracies, and the design of critical processes is made with 

redundant sensors and actuators, to avoid a malfunction caused by the crack of a device. 

However, the possibility of intentional attacks against wireless control systems has been 

taken into account only recently, and as consequence of real attacks that have happened 
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in some installations. One of the most famous attacks occurred in Maroochy, 

Queensland, Australia, in 2000 [1.7], caused by Vitek Boden, an engineer that was not 

hired in the Maroochy Shire Council, having worked previously in the company that 

installed SCADA radio controlled sewage system for the town. As vengeance against 

both institutions, with stolen equipment he caused 800,000 liters of raw sewage to spill 

out into the shire and its rivers, parks... causing a huge material loss and environmental 

damage.  

Research efforts are being carried out to improve the security against attacks as the 

highlighted ones. There are two main kinds of attacks that are being studied. The first of 

them, the denial-of-service (DoS) attack consists in a blocking of the delivered data 

between modules, in a way that destination modules don’t receive it. The second kind, 

known as deception attack, consists in modifications of the data delivered between 

modules, creating corrupted measures or actuator orders. The DoS attacks have been 

characterized and studied [1.8] [1.9], and some deception attacks are tested and 

detected, as replay attacks [1.10] or theoretically determined, as zeroing output attacks 

[1.11], and always in simulation. However, there’s not a comparative study with several 

different controllers and attacks, and a few tests with attacks applied directly to a real 

process with a wireless sensor network [1.12]. This is the main aim of this project. 

 

1.2. Overview of the work 

This project aims at studying the effect of malicious deception attacks on a real 

system controlled by the most used control laws in real industrial environments. The 

work includes the whole design process from modelling to direct application to a real 

system, a 4 interconnected tanks configuration, followed by the implementation of some 

attacks to analyze the behaviour of the different controllers, with different 

characteristics, against them. Finally, some attack detection techniques are suggested. 

Concretely, and step by step, the work process has been the following: 

1. Derivation of the process model, using physical principles and some experiments to 

extract process parameters. 

2. Hardware and software set up to close the loop with the wireless TelosB devices. The 

communication and Scada program is developed with a Microsoft Windows OS and the 

commercial program LabView, which haven’t been used previously to deal with these 

TelosB devices. 

3. Design and test, in both simulation and real process, of 3 control laws: LQG control, 

PI control and robustified PI control. 

4. Design and test of several kinds of deception attacks applied to the real process. 

These are the attacks implemented: control action offset, input-output offset, frozen 

output, replayed output and zeroing output attacks. 

5. Design of detection algorithms. 
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Apart of the criteria of importance to choose the controllers, these have been chosen 

specially to analyze some special performance characteristics: possible use of Kalman 

filter (included firstly in LQG control and later in all the controllers) residues to detect 

the attack, difference between performances of control laws with and without pure 

integral action, and if the robustification of a control law makes the closed loop also 

more robust against intentional attacks. All these aspects will be analyzed with several 

experiments and different kinds of attacks. 

 

 

1.3. Notation 

ih : any of the water levels of each tank of the process. 

h : column vector of heights of the 4 tanks. 

ia : cross-section area of the output holes of each tank. 

iA : cross-section area of each tank. 

ik : relation between voltage applied and water flow in each pump (pump constant). 

i : proportion of water that flows directly to lower tanks given by both valves. 

cg : gravity constant. We can take directly 981 cm/s
2
. 

q : water flow by a pump. 

iu : input applied to the pump i. 

u : column vector of inputs. 

y : column vector of outputs. 

ku : discrete version of u in the instant k. 

ky : discrete version of y in the instant k. 

kh : discrete version of h in the instant k. 

kx : the same as kh . 

 : standard deviation of a determined measure series. 

NQ : process noise characterization matrix to design the Kalman filter. 

NR : sensor noise characterization matrix to design the Kalman filter. 

Q : states weight matrix to design LQR. 

R : inputs weight matrix to design LQR. 

L : static gain for the estimation made by the Kalman filter. 

K : static feedback gain of LQR. 

PK : proportional constant. Design of PID. 

IK : integral constant. Design of PID. 

DK : derivative constant. Design of PID. 

 y t : outputs in instant t. 

 r t : references in instant t. 
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 1.1

 e t : error in instant t:      e t y t r t   

kr : references in sample k. 

ke : error in sample k: 
k k ke y r 

 

 RGA j : relative gain array at frequence  . 

 G z : discrete process model in transfer matrix representation. 

 r t : references in instant t. 

 MPF z : multivariable PID regulator. Minimum phase process. 

 NMPF z : multivariable PID regulator. Non-minimum phase process. 

1 2,W W : design matrices for Glover-McFarlane robust control design. 

 F s : transfer matrix of the Glover-McFarlane robust controller designed. 

ku : malicious inputs in an instant k. 

ky : malicious outputs in an instant k. 

Hu : offset value introduced by the attacker in an action control. 

Hy : offset value introduced by the attacker in a measure. 

y : output value captured in a determined instant. 

 : random input value introduced by an attacker. 

 : transmission zero of the system. 

g : input zero direction related to a determined transmission zero. 

0x : initial conditions of the state related to a determined transmission zero. 

0

kx : real initial conditions when a zeroing output attack is applied 

 

1.4. Preliminary concepts 

In this section, some concepts repeated many times in the thesis are explained to 

make the reading of this report more comprehensive. 

Definition 1.1. Dynamic process. System that depends on both the input applied to the 

process and the current state of the process. 

Example 1.1. Model of a dynamic process, in this case the water level (h) of a tank with 

a hole in its base and a water injection by a pump (voltage v). 

2 c

dh a k
g h u

dt A A
    

where cg  is the gravity constant, a the area of the hole, A the section area of the tank 

and k the DC motor constant. 
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 1.2

 1.4

 1.5

 1.3

Definition 1.2. Non-linear model: mathematical model of a system which equations 

can’t be represented as a particular case of: 

 
1

n

i i

i

f x m x


  

The most common expressions that do a system non linear are, among others, powers, 

roots or trigonometric functions. (1.1) is also an example of non-linear model of a 

process. 

Definition 1.3. State variables: the smallest amount of variables that can represent a 

whole dynamic system at any time. The state variables have to be linearly independent, 

and the minimal number of them is the order of the differential equation that represents 

the system. In (1.2) there’s just one state variable, h. 

Definition 1.4. Linearization: techniques applied to approximate a non-linear model 

into a linear one. There are 2 techniques used mainly: linearization around and 

equilibrium point and feedback linearization (not used in the thesis). The linearization 

of a model is important given the easy manipulation of a linear model to control a 

process. Actually, the majority of observation and control techniques are based on linear 

systems. 

Definition 1.5. Equilibrium point: particular values of the process state used to 

linearize a model with the technique of Definition 1.6. An equilibrium point 0x  is 

characterized by the following expression: 

 

0

0

x x

df x

dx


  

Definition 1.6. Linearization around an equilibrium point: technique used to 

linearize a model, and valid with small variations in the process state variables around 

that equilibrium point. This technique is based on the Taylor series expansion: 

 
   

 0

0

0 !

n
n

n

f x
f x x x

n





   

where 0x  is the chosen equilibrium point. As (1.3) is an infinite expression, to 

approximate the model to a linear one the first two terms are used: 

      0 0 0f x f x f x x x    

Definition 1.7. Continuous time model: model of a process that describes it in the 

continuous time, i.e., with infinitesimal time variations to consider the evolution of the 

system. 
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 1.6

 1.7

 1.8

 1.9

 1.10

 1.11

Definition 1.8. Discrete time model: model of a process that just takes into account the 

variable values in samples of time multiple of a base period. 

Definition 1.9. State space representation: matrix representation of a linear model that 

defines the evolution of all the state variables function of the own state variables and the 

input. With a continuous model: 

 
   

   

c c

c c

dx t
A x t B u t

dt

y C x t D u t

 

 

 

and with a discrete one (with k denoting the present sample): 

     

     

1x k Ax k Bu k

y k Cx k Du k

  

 
 

Definition 1.10. Transfer function matrix representation: technique to represent a 

process linear model based just in the relation between the inputs and the outputs. To 

apply it, in continuous time the Laplace transform [1.13] is used, which discrete 

equivalent is the Z transform [1.14], obtaining the following representations. In 

continuous: 

 

 
 

y s
G s

u s
  

And in discrete:  

 

 
 

y z
G z

u z
  

Definition 1.11. Transmission zero: a complex frequency that makes the overall gain 

of the transfer matrix zero. Mathematically, a zero is any value of q that makes the 

expression in (1.9) loose rank. In this case, it’s expressed with the discrete time state 

space matrices: 

 
0

I A B
P

C




  
  
 

 

This expression can be applicable directly also with continuous time models. 

Definition 1.12. Minimum phase zero: any zero that accomplishes the next conditions. 

In continuous time, the zero has to be in the negative complex half plane, hence: 

 Re 0   

And in discrete time the zero has to be inside the unit circle: 
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 1.12   
2 2

0 Re Im 1     

When all the zeros of a process are minimum phase zeros, the process is called a 

minimum phase process, and its inverse is causal and stable. 

Definition 1.13. Non-minimum phase zero: any zero that doesn’t accomplish the 

conditions of (1.11) in continuous time or (1.12) in discrete time. 

If there’s at least one non-minimum phase zero, the process is considered as a non-

minimum phase process, and it’s characterized by a causal and stable behaviour. 

However, the inverse is unstable. 

Definition 1.14. Causal system: dynamical system which state values at any time just 

depend on past state values and past and present inputs. On the contrary, a non-causal 

system depends on future values. 

Definition 1.15. Stable system: system which response with bounded inputs is 

bounded. On the contrary, an unstable system is characterized by unbounded responses 

to bounded inputs. 

Definition 1.16. Observer: any algorithm that makes the estimation of all the state 

space variables possible given the outputs measured on a certain time interval. 
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Chapter 2: 

Model of the process 

 

2.1. Introduction 

Due to the fact that the three controllers designed are model based (except the PI 

control that could be tuned without model knowledge), the first necessary step to carry 

out the design tasks is to have the mathematical model of the process. 

There are mainly two ways to construct a model: deriving model expressions from 

physical principles or system identification. The system identification is made with 

algorithms that compare statistically the relation between inputs and outputs of real 

experiments in a not known process (black box identification) with models of different 

orders and numeric values. In this thesis we just use models based on physical 

principles. The steps to follow are the following: 

1. Study of the physical system and mathematical expressions that fit with the 

behaviour of the process (in this case the Bernoulli principle). 

2. Derivation of the model equations from the already studied principles. 

3. Theoretical and experimental determination of the parameters in the model. 

4. Model validation, i.e., a comparison between real system response and simulated 

response. 
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 2.1

 2.2

2.2. Process model 

The following figure shows a schema of the quadruple water tank process to 

recognize the states and inputs that are going to be used. 

 
Fig. 2.1: Quadruple tank process schema [2.1] 

The process inputs, u1 and u2, are the voltage inputs to 2 pumps that feed the four 

tanks in a crossed way, i.e., the pump 1 affects directly tanks 1 and 4, and pump 2 tanks 

2 and 3. The measured outputs are h1 and h2. The following definitions are useful to 

derive the model of this system. 

Proposition 2.1. The dynamic evolution of the water level (h) of a tank with an output 

hole in its base is the following [2.2]: 

2 c

dh a
g h

dt A
 

 

where a is the area of the hole, A, the cross area of the tank and g the gravitation 

constant. 

Proposition 2.2. The equation of the flow by a DC pump brings to the evolution of the 

water level in this way: 

q ku

dh k
u

dt A




 

Where k is the pump constant and u the input voltage applied to it. 

Proposition 2.3. The state of the system is represented by 

 1 2 3 4

t
h h h h h  
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 2.3

 2.4

Knowing the previous definitions, and taking into account the flow division by the 

valves, the model is derived as follows: 

 

 

31 1 1 1
1 3 1

1 1 1

2 2 4 2 2
2 4 2

2 2 2

2 23 3
3 2

3 3

1 14 4
4 1

4 4

1 1 2 2

2 2

2 2

1
2

1
2

c c

c c

c

c

adh a k
g h g h u

dt A A A

dh a a k
g h g h u

dt A A A

kdh a
g h u

dt A A

kdh a
g h u

dt A A

y h y h









   

   


  


  

   

Being 10 1   and 20 1  , it’s easy to note how with 1 0.5   and 2 0.5   the 

influence of the input in the lower water levels (
1h  and 

2h ) is greater than the influence 

in the upper ones (
3h  and 

4h ). This means that the majority of the water provided by the 

pumps is deposited directly in the lower tanks. Once linearized, this configuration 

supposes a minimum phase process (see Definition 1.12). On the contrary, with 1 0.5   

and 2 0.5   the majority of the water provided by the pumps is deposited directly in 

the upper tanks giving, after the linearization, a non-minimum phase process (see 

Definition 1.13). 

Generally, with the minimum phase configuration ( 1 2 1   ), the evolution of the 

system is typically exponential, with all the states changing the values in the same 

direction until a steady state is reached. On the contrary, with the non-minimum phase 

configuration ( 1 2 1   ), the evolution of the measured outputs in the first time 

samples is contrary to the direction to reach the steady state value. 

 

2.3. Valve constants 

The easiest experiment to begin with is to derive 1  and 2 . For that, all the output 

holes of the tanks must be covered, so that the first addends of all the expressions in 

(2.3) disappear, and consequently, second addends of the first and second equations 

have to be also removed. 

Theorem 2.1. when the derivative of a state x depends just linearly on an input u (what 

is called a single integrator model):  

 

dx
u

dt
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 2.6

 2.7

 2.8

 2.5

If that input is constant, a derivative can be expressed in non-infinitesimal time periods: 

dx x

dt t





 

With the previous considerations and considering (2.5), the following expressions 

can be obtained: 

 

 

1 1 1
1

1

2 2 2
2

2

2 23
2

3

1 14
1

4

1

1

h k
u

t A

h k
u

t A

kh
u

t A

kh
u

t A





























 

The parameters k1, u1, k2, u2 are constant, as A1, A2, A3. A4. Moreover, the 

experiment’s time doesn’t matter, because it can be added to the constant member c, 

considering 1 2 3 4A A A A   . For example, with the first and the fourth expressions 

from (2.6) it can be obtained: 

 
1 1

4 1

·

1

h c

h c





 

  
 

Finding the value of γ1 in (2.7), it is obtained (note that the same procedure can be 

used to find γ2 with 
2h  and 

3h ): 

1
1

1 4

h

h h




 

 

Example 2.1: the following experimental results are obtained with a fixed but unknown 

experiment time: 

1 2

3 4

24.5 14.5

5 11

h cm h cm

h cm h cm

   

   
 

From (2.8): 1 0.69   and 2 0.74  . These values give a minimum phase process. 

Finally, it should be noted that, if the order of the output tubes in the valves is changed 

(obtaining a non-minimum phase process) the model changes the values of the valves to 

1 0.31 
 
and 2 0.26  . There are no more connection configurations studied. 
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 2.9

 2.12

 2.10

 2.11

2.4. Water tanks hole areas and pump constants 

In this section, the values of the following not directly measurable parameters 

1 2 1 2 3 4, , , , ,k k a a a a  are derived, knowing 
1 2 3 4, , ,A A A A  that are easily measurable. 

2.4.1 Model consideration 

To continue with the experiments, the process model is simplified grouping all the 

parameters, and without taking into account the influence from upper to lower tanks, 

i.e., removing the second addends of the first two expressions of (2.3). Under these 

conditions (2.3) becomes: 

 

1
1 1 1 1 1

2
2 2 2 2 2

3
3 3 3 3 2

4
4 4 4 4 1

dh
h c h b u

dt

dh
h c h b u

dt

dh
h c h b u

dt

dh
h c h b u

dt

  

  

  

  

 

 

2.4.2. Steady states experiment 

The second experiment is to take measures in one or several steady states of the 

process (with several the mean value of the results is taken), knowing that if a 

dynamical system is in steady state, the rate of change of the state (h) is null. 

0
dh

dt
  

Definition 2.2. generalised equations: 

 

 

1 1 4

2 2 3

,

,

i i

i i

u u h h h

u u h h h

  

  
 

With these considerations, and taking any of the expressions of (2.9): 

0 i i i i

i i

i i

c h b u

c u

b h

 

 
 

Negative results are selected because positive values of bi will be obtained and ci 

has to be negative (it represents the loss of level in any tank because of the output hole).  
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 2.12

2.4.3. Experiments with increments 

These experiments are done covering output holes again. With the variable changes 

made previously and applying (2.5): 

0

i
i i

i i
i

i

h
b u

t

h h
b

t u








 

 

Two heights and time passed during the fill of the tank from the first height to the 

second must be measured. The input is defined randomly. 

Example 2.2.  With the minimum phase configuration, the results obtained are:: 

1 3

2 4

0.1831 0.072

0.1925 0.0924

b b

b b

 

 
 

 

2.5. Parameters values and final model 

Example 2.3. Taking the values from examples 2.1 and 2.2 and knowing the crossed-

section areas of the tank, which are easily obtainable measuring diameters: 

2

1 2 3 4 15.21A A A A cm     

Values ai of holes areas and k of the pumps are obtained just substituting values of bi in 

particular expressions of (2.12) to take ci and undoing the variable changes of both 

kinds of variables - done from (2.3) to (2.9) -.  These last parameters are: 

2

1

2 3

2 1

2 3

3 2

2

4

0.2143

0.173 4.0356 /

0.2102 3.9375 /

0.1793

a cm

a cm k cm Vs

a cm k cm Vs

a cm



 

 



 

Therefore, the final model with minimum phase configuration is the following: 

1
1

2 12

23 3

4
4

1

1 2

2 3

4

0.6242 0 0.6121 0 0.1831 0

0 0.5038 0 0.5223 0 0.1925

0 0 0.6121 0 0 0.072

0 0 0 0.5223 0.0924 0

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

hh

h uh

uh h

h h

h

y h

y h

h
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This model is linearized later to design the linear controllers chosen in this thesis, 

and the derivation of the model is repeated for the non-minimum phase process, with 

the same parameters except the constants of the valves, as it was explained previously. 

Later, the model is discretized with a period of 2 seconds and a Tustin method [2.3]. 

 

2.6. Validation 

To validate the model obtained, some experiments applying input steps are done, 

taking the real outputs (in this case with discrete measures with a sample time of 2 

seconds). Later these outputs are compared directly with the results of a simulation, 

taking directly the non linear model. This is the Simulink diagram for this simulation: 

 
Fig.2.2. validation schema 

And the following are the results: 

 
Fig.2.3. Validation results 

Some facts are observed: 

- The dynamics are accurate, but what can be noted is that there’s a delay provoked 

by the length of the tubes. There are 3-4 samples until the effect of an input change 

is noted in an output. 

- The gain model is correct around water levels of 10cm. With measures of between 

12 and 14cm, the gain of the real system is higher. This happens because of the 

time variable behaviour of the pumps and sensors. Some experiments with a 

separation of days between them have different results. 

In general, it can be said that the model is valid around 10cm, which will be the 

point used for most of the experiments.  
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Chapter 3: 

Closed loop set up with Matlab, 

Labview and TelosB nesC. 

 

3.1. Introduction 

With the model of the process derived, the next logical step is the design of 

algorithms to control the process. These designs can be tested in simulation, but to carry 

out experiments with the real process another intermediate work is necessary: the 

configuration and programming necessary to apply the controllers in a real environment 

(see Fig.3.1). 

 
Fig. 3.1: basic control loop. 

 

The analog-to-digital converter (ADC) takes samples of the measurements each 2 

seconds and holds the values obtained until they are read by the control algorithm. This 

calculates a control action each sample, and this control action has to be applied to the 

process until the calculation with the following sample. This is made by the digital-to-

analog converter (DAC). The physical configuration of both converters is transparent, 

because they are implemented in the TelosB devices, hence the manipulation of the data 
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is made directly by software. Finally, the communication between both converters and 

the control algorithm implemented in a computer is wireless, taking advantage also of 

the radio communication implemented in the TelosB devices. 

Given the lack of information about this and the importance of these tasks to 

continue developing the controls and the attacks in the rest of the thesis, the physical 

connections and programming of radio communication, digital-to-analog and analog-to-

digital converters are reviewed in this section. For that, the following explanation is 

done with a single-input single-output (SISO) system (although data of 2 tanks is read, 

to use the programs in the same way for the multivariable control). 

 

3.1.1. The TelosB mote 

The TelosB mote is an open source device designed by Crossbow as a mixture 

between an acquisition card and a radio transmitter/receiver specially thought for 

experimentation of the research community.  

 
Fig.3.2: TelosB device. 

Among others, the characteristics that make this device adequate for this thesis are: 

- IEEE 802.15.4 (Zigbee) radio with embedded antenna. 

- Programming and data sharing with a PC via USB. 

- Expansion connectors that can be configured as analog I/O. 

- TinyOS, an open source OS designed by UC Berkeley that permits the direct 

programming of the device with nesC, a high level programming language 

similar to C but with specific modules and functions created for this kind of 

devices. 

Thanks to these characteristics the wireless network used in the thesis is 

implemented with two TelosB devices, one as a DAC/ADC and radio device near the 

process and the other as a bridge between serial and radio communication connected to 

the PC via USB, where the control algorithms are implemented. 
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3.2. Sensor data. The analog-to-digital converter. 

3.2.1. ADC connections 

Once the signals of the sensors are conditioned, they have to be connected to inputs 

of the analog-to-digital converter (see Fig.3.1: P3) of TelosB device. Seen in detail, 

these connections are the following: 

 
Fig.3.3: detail of U2 connector to acquire 2 sensor data. 

 

These two connectors are respectively for the ADC0 and ADC1 of the embedded 

microprocessor MSP430 [3.1]. This has to be taken in account to configure the AD 

conversion in the corresponding program, as it is explained below.  

 

3.2.2. TinyOS programming. Part of analog-to-digital conversion. 

The first task that the programmer has to do in his program is an initial 

configuration of the converter, stored in a given structure format called 

msp430adc12_channel_config_t [3.2].  This is the program part where it is done 

(written in the beginning of implementation part of the application nesC program): 

/* A/D converter channel configuration and other needed variables */ 

 const msp430adc12_channel_config_t config = { 

 INPUT_CHANNEL_A5, REFERENCE_VREFplus_AVss, 

REFVOLT_LEVEL_2_5, 

  SHT_SOURCE_SMCLK, SHT_CLOCK_DIV_1, SAMPLE_HOLD_64_CYCLES, 

  SAMPCON_SOURCE_SMCLK, SAMPCON_CLOCK_DIV_1 

 }; 

Code 3.1: initial configuration of ADC. 

The most important of the previous parameters are a reference voltage of 2.5V for 

the conversion slope and the configuration of necessary sample & hold implementation 

to take the converted data. 

To give effect to the conversion preconfigured components are necessary. They 

have to be instantiated and wired as follows: 
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#include "Msp430Adc12.h" 

components new Msp430Adc12ClientAutoRVGC() as ADc, /* AD converter */     

(…)   

  /* Wirings of elements of the ADc */ 

  PlantC.ADCrequest -> ADc; 

  ADc.AdcConfigure -> PlantC; 

  PlantC.MultiChannel -> ADc.Msp430Adc12MultiChannel; 

/* ADc interface. Application program */ 

  uses interface Resource as ADCrequest; 

  uses interface Msp430Adc12MultiChannel as MultiChannel; 

provides interface AdcConfigure<const msp430adc12_channel_config_t*>; 

Code 3.2: implementation of components in the nesC necessary program for an AC conversion. 

Respectively, configuration and application programs (the last is named PlantC.nc in this example). 

Once the configuration is done, the unique thing that is needed to activate the AD 

conversion is to call to a “request” event, in this case ADCrequest.request(). When the 

conversion is finished, automatically an interruption is produced and the program 

executes what is written in a “granted” event. In this case, 2 additional tasks are 

executed, one to configure the reading of the obtained data, and another to finally read 

that data. It is important to note that, in the first of them, each channel is configured 

separately in a multichannel global configuration. 

event void ADCrequest.granted() 

{ 

 atomic{ 

adc12memctl_t memctl[] = { {INPUT_CHANNEL_A0, 

REFERENCE_VREFplus_AVss}, {INPUT_CHANNEL_A1, 

REFERENCE_VREFplus_AVss}}; 

if (call MultiChannel.configure(&config, memctl, 2, buffer, 3, 0) == SUCCESS) { 

   OKtoRead = TRUE; 

   call MultiChannel.getData(); } 

 } 

} 

Code 3.3: event booted with end of AD conversion. Beginning of the data reading. 

When the data is read in the end, a new event is produced, and another code into it 

is booted. In this, the data are stored and the converters are released to allow them to do 

a new conversion. That’s the code that does it: 

async event void MultiChannel.dataReady(uint16_t *buf, uint16_t numSamples) 

{ 

 uint16_t *data_ptr;  

 data_ptr = buf; 
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 atomic { read_acc_1 += data_ptr[1]; 

  read_acc_2 += data_ptr[2]; 

  reading++; }   

 call ADCrequest.release(); 

}  

Code 3.4: event booted with end of AD registers reading. 

Data is saved in global variables read_acc_1 and read_acc_2. 

 

3.3. Actuator data. The digital-to-analog converter (P3) 

3.3.1. The DAC connections 

Knowing that the system is already powered (Fig.3.2) the unique connection 

needed to implement the control action circuit is a wire between the mote and the power 

circuit needed to energize the pump, as it is showed below.  

 

 
Fig. 3.4: detail of U28 connector to bring control action to the pump. 

 

This signal is the input of the circuit that gives power to the pump. 

 

3.3.2. TinyOS programming. Part of digital-to-analog conversion. 

The program’s parts for DA conversion are considerably easier and shorter than 

those devoted to AD conversion. They consist just in a simply configuration and writing 

of a register. The DA conversion is done automatically with this writing. 

No components and wirings are needed. The configuration and register are defined 

in the libraries of MSP430, which are attached to the compilation automatically when 

we say it has to be made for Telosb. This is the necessary code: 

/* Boot of the DA converter. /opt/msp430/msp430/include/msp430 */ 

 DAC12_0CTL = DAC12IR + DAC12AMP_5 + DAC12ENC; 

Code 3.5: configuration of DAC. 

 

To write the register, whose name is also included in MSP430 libraries, it is just 

needed to assign it a value. Particularly the DAC is 12-bit sized, so the values that can 
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be introduced in it are from 0 to 4095, all integers. An example done in the program is 

the following: 

 

 

DAC12_0DAT = localreceived.readings[1]; 

Code 3.6: writing a value in the DAC0 register. 

 

3.4. Radio communications 

In this part the communication between the mote working as a DAC/ADC and a PC 

where the control is executed is explained. It uses the Chipcon CC2420 [3.3], a standard 

IEEE 802.15.4 radio device. Anyways, for the project this device is transparent, because 

it can be also used with nesC in the programmer of the microcontroller. 

It should be noted that, between the mote connected via USB to the PC and the PC 

programs there’s a virtual serial connection. This is created automatically using TinyOS 

2.x BaseStation [3.4] program and the java Serial Forwarder program [3.5]. 

 

3.4.1. TinyOS programming: booting and configuring the radio 

In this case, some nesC components are needed to manage this radio device: 

 components ActiveMessageC as Radio; 

    new AMSenderC(AM_PLANT), new AMReceiverC(AM_PLANT); 

  /* Wirings of elements for radio management */ 

  PlantC.RadioControl -> Radio; 

  PlantC.AMSend -> AMSenderC; 

  PlantC.RadioReceive -> Radio.Receive; 

  PlantC.RadioPacket -> Radio; 

  PlantC.RadioAMPacket -> Radio; 

uses { 

 interface Boot; 

 interface SplitControl as RadioControl; 

 interface AMSend; 

 interface Receive as RadioReceive[am_id_t id]; 

 interface Packet as RadioPacket; 

 interface AMPacket as RadioAMPacket; 

 } 

Code 3.7: configuration to send and receive messages via radio, in configuration and app file, 

respectively. 

In this fragment of code it is remarkable the use of general ActiveMessageC 

component for the radio communication. This is a standard of nesC [3.6] used to 

manage both radio and serial messages. 
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Apart of this configuration, in the application program the radio device has to be 

booted. It is done just calling a command (in the boot area of the app program): 

if (call RadioControl.start() != SUCCESS) 

   report_problem(); 

Code 3.8: radio boot. 

This enables the radio communication and, if any problem occurs, just switches an 

alarm red LED. 

 

3.4.2. TinyOS programming: sending a radio message. 

To send a message via radio (P4 in Fig.3.1), a task to obtain the length of what is 

going to be sent has to be called. After that, it is necessary just to call to another object 

of AMsenderC which, with the definition used, is AMSend.send. This starts the sending 

of data passed as argument.  

if (!sendbusy && sizeof local <= call AMSend.maxPayloadLength()) 

{ 

memcpy(call AMSend.getPayload(&sendbuf),  &local, sizeof local); 

if (call AMSend.send(2, &sendbuf, sizeof local) == SUCCESS) 

  sendbusy = TRUE; 

} 

if (!sendbusy) 

report_problem(); 

Code 3.9: how to send data via the radio 

Just one thing more must be added to this section. When the sending is ended, 

another event is produced and sendDone of AMsenderC boots automatically. In the 

program, the green TelosB LED switches if the process has been executed properly, and 

the red one if something wrong has happened: 

event void AMSend.sendDone(message_t* msg, error_t error) { 

 if (error == SUCCESS) 

  report_sent(); 

 else 

  report_problem(); 

 sendbusy = FALSE; 

} 

Code 3.10: reaction to the end of radio sending. 
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3.4.3. TinyOS programming: receiving a radio message 

As the reception of a radio message (P1 in Fig.3.1) is not temporally controlled by 

the mote, the unique thing that can be done in the device is to leave the radio waiting 

and read the message when it is received. Therefore, to manage the reception of a 

message just one event is necessary, the one written below:  

event message_t *RadioReceive.receive[am_id_t id](message_t *msg, 

void *payload, uint8_t len) { 

     return receive(msg, payload, len); 

} 

Code 3.11: code that boots when a message is received via radio. 

This code gives to the program the ability to read the hole message_t [3.7] structure 

(explained in part 3.5) that is always sent and received when a radio or serial message is 

delivered (in this case, from the laptop, a message with that format has to be sent). 

However, it is generally most interesting to read directly the payload of the message, 

where the programmer can put all the information he desires. In this case, a plant_t 

structure defined on purpose is defined, and the sender id and data are read (note that 

localreceived has to be declared as a global plant_t variable outside the function). 

message_t* receive(message_t *msg, void *payload, uint8_t len) { 

      message_t *ret = msg; 

 plant_t* rcm = (plant_t*)payload;   

     report_received(); 

     localreceived.readings[1] = rcm -> readings[1]; 

     localreceived.id = rcm -> id; 

       return ret; 

} 

Code 3.12: reading the contents of the message. 

 

3.5. Communications. Delivered packages 

3.5.1. message_t structure 

All the communications via TelosB have to be made using a message_t structure, 

which is given in the following code [3.4]: 

typedef nx_struct message_t { 

  nx_uint8_t header[sizeof(message_header_t)]; 

  nx_uint8_t data[TOSH_DATA_LENGTH]; 

  nx_uint8_t footer[sizeof(message_footer_t)]; 

  nx_uint8_t metadata[sizeof(message_metadata_t)]; 

} message_t; 

Code 3.13: message_t structure 
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In the remote TelosB program, this structure is always automatically created. 

Therefore that’s not a problem to take into account in TinyOS 2.x programming. 

However, to send a message from the PC (in all the programs that can be used, like 

Matlab, Labview...) to this remote node, this structure must be respected completely. 

 

3.5.2. plant_t structure 

In the previous structure, the data field is limited to 29 bytes, and it has to be, in 

TinyOS, another structure. In this case, apart of the data itself some relevant info about 

it is chosen, obtaining a structure like that: 

typedef nx_struct plant { 

  nx_uint16_t version; /* Version of the interval. */ 

  nx_uint16_t interval; /* Sampling period. */ 

  nx_uint16_t id; /* Mote id of sending mote. */ 

  nx_uint16_t count; /* The readings are samples count * NREADINGS onwards */ 

  nx_uint16_t readings[2]; 

} plant_t; 

Code 3.14: plant_t structure 

The field readings contains the data itself, and it has to be used for both sensor info 

and control actions. These can be observed in the following of TinyOS code (in the 

remote node): 

local.readings[0] = read_acc_1/reading; 

local.readings[1] = read_acc_2/reading; 

… 

DAC12_0DAT = localreceived.readings[0]; 

DAC12_1DAT = localreceived.readings[1]; 

Code 3.15: uses of readings field of a plant_t structure 

We can see how the same field is used in both ways explained before. Note that 

local and localreceived must be declared before as plant_t structures. 

Moreover, the other fields provide interesting info. This is an example, where the 

control action writing is filtered depending on the origin of the message: 

if (localreceived.id == 2) {     

 atomic { DAC12_0DAT = localreceived.readings[0]; 

  DAC12_1DAT = localreceived.readings[1];  } 

 OKtoRead = FALSE; 

} 

Code 3.15: use of id field of plant_t structure. 
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Chapter 4: 

LQG control 

 

4.1. Introduction 

In the previous sections the model has been derived and the set up and 

programming of the used devices have been explained. Therefore, now the chosen 

control laws can be first designed (using info from chapter 2) and later implemented 

(using info from chapter 3) to test them with the real process before the application of 

malicious attacks. 

The first of these designed controllers is a Linear Quadratic Generalised (LQG) 

controller, formed by a Kalman filter and a Linear Quadratic regulator. This controller 

is widely used nowadays in industrial environments due to the amount of advantages 

that it presents: 

- Noise sensor reduction: with Kalman filter the state of the system can be estimated 

minimizing the error covariance. 

- Confidence in the model: in the Kalman filter matrices the confidence in the 

accuracy of the model in comparison with sensor signals can be tuned by choosing 

different weight matrices. In other more traditional controllers, as PID or pole 

placement control laws, this model is taken literally as if it was exact, without 

taking in account the modelling errors committed. 

- Intuitive design of LQR: the weight matrices (explained below) that define the 

index to minimize are easily explainable to a potential customer, with direct 

numerical relations between the amount of energy used and the accuracy of the 

controller. 
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 4.1

 4.8

- Easy implementation: using sub-optimal methods to design the Kalman filter and 

the LQR, results with a linear time-invariant model can be implemented as a 

controller with constant parameters. 

This generalised use of LQG in the industry shows that it is interesting to know its 

behaviour against possible attacks in a wireless control loop. In addition, it’s also 

interesting to compare the performance of this controller against attacks with the one 

that happens when the control law has a pure integral action (as it happens in the PID 

and robustified PI controls, sections 5 and 6). 

In this section, the design of the Kalman filter and the LQR control is raised, 

followed by the implementation and testing of a closed loop simulation with these 

algorithms and tests with the real process. 

 

4.2. Theoretical overview 

4.2.1. LQR control 

Consider first the following linear model of the process: 

Definition 4.1. state space model with sensor and model noise [4.1]: 

1k k k k

k k k

x Ax Bu v

y Cx w

   

 

 

where vk is the process Gaussian noise, caused by the necessary lack of exactitude of 

the model, and wk is the sensor noise, natural to all sensing devices. The size of these 

noises is expressed with their variances matrices:    ;T T

k k k kV E v v W E w w   with 

sizes of m x m and n x n respectively. It is supposed that both noises are uncorrelated: 

  0T

k kE v w  and white:     0T T

k i k iE v v E w w   with k i . In general, n is the 

number of state variables of the model, m the number of inputs and n the number of 

outputs. Therefore, the matrices sizes are m x m for A, m x n for B and r x m for C. 

Many control problems can be expressed like designing policies or control laws that 

drive the relevant variables, the plant outputs, to desired values. Setting out this problem 

as the optimization of a performance index, in discrete-time it could be posed as finding 

the control input uk to minimize a cost function: 

Definition 4.2. cost function to minimize. 

 
2

0

N

k k

k

J y r


   

Thinking of a SISO model, yk would be the output of the process, rk the point where 

the user wants to lead this output and N a control horizon sample. However, as the 
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 4.2

 4.4

 4.3

 4.6

 4.7

model of the process is linearized around a chosen equilibrium point, it can be assumed 

that 0kr  : 

2

0

N

k

k

J y


  

With previous index, an equilibrium point could be reached with minimum 

performance cost, but it presents another problem. If the index doesn’t take care of how 

this equilibrium point is reached, i.e., what control actions are applied to the process, 

that will be probably too high for the actuator, reaching saturation levels. To avoid this, 

the input has to be included in the index, adding weights to the quadratic expressions to 

decide how much each signal affects the index. 

Definition 4.3: extended index with input influence: 

2 2

0

N

k k

k

J q y r u


     

Generalizing (4.3) to multivariable models, the optimization problem can be 

formulated as follows [4.1]: 

Definition 4.4: extended index for MIMO systems taking into account the final state: 

 
1

0

1 1

2 2

N
T T T

k k k k N N N

k
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xk are state variables, uk the control actions applied in that instants and xN the state of 

the process in the last instant defined as a control horizon. To respect the matrix 

dimensions, Q and SN have to be n x n matrices and R has to be an m x m matrix. 

Solving this kind of system, a time variant linear control is obtained. Given this 

time variation that complicates the implementation, and knowing that the definition of a 

control horizon is not really useful in this kind of control strategy, the index (4.4) can be 

reformulated as follows: 
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Theorem 4.1. The index formulated (4.5) can be minimized with a control action 

calculated as: 

1 T

k k ku R B S x Kx     

where B is the input matrix of the model and S is the positive-defined solution of the 

Riccati equation: 

10 TA S SA SBR S Q     

 4.5
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 4.9

 4.10

Proof. See [4.2]. 

As it can be observed in (4.6), the controller becomes an invariant state feedback 

controller k ku Kx  , hence the structure applied is the following: 

 
Fig. 4.1: closed loop schema. It is supposed that all the states are available. 

Ac, Bc and Cc are state-space model matrices in continuous. 

 

4.2.2. Kalman filter 

To apply the linear quadratic regulator to a process, it is needed to have the system 

state accessible. When not all states are available, a state observer is needed to 

reconstruct them using the measurements and the known model of the system. 

Apart of this, given the nature of the sensor and other perturbations, measures are 

noisy. Therefore it is a good idea to design the observer so that these noises and the 

possible errors in the model calculation are minimised. 

The idea is to design a state observer that filters the measurement and process 

noises ( kw  and kv ) in an optimal way. These statistical concepts must be joined with the 

classical design of state observers: 

Definition 4.5. Dynamic equations of a full state observer [4.3]: 

 | | 1 | 1

1| |

ˆ ˆ ˆ

ˆ ˆ

k k k k k k k

k k k k k

x x L y Cx

x Ax Bu

 



  

 

 

Theorem 4.2. There’s an optimal observer gain that leads the observer to a particular 

pole location that achieves the minimisation of: 

   | |
ˆ ˆ

T

k k k k k kJ E x x x x   
  

 

This minimises the estimation error |
ˆ

k k kx x  hence |
ˆ

k kx  is the best prediction of kx , i.e., 

the residual error is uncorrelated with past measurements. 

By applying this method, a time variant filter is obtained, due to the fact that, in 

first samples, there’s not enough information about the past. This is the optimal 

solution, but because of the complication of implementation and the lack of utility of 
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this in continuous-operating controls, it is better to design the observer as a time-

invariant filter. This solution is sub-optimal, but in practice the behaviour is almost the 

same as time-variant solution, which values converge to the ones obtained in the 

invariant one. 

 
Fig. 4.2: simulation of a closed loop with an LQG. First 4 signals are the states estimated with sub-

optimal Kalman filter, and second 4 ones with the optimal dynamic filter. 

As it can be observed (Fig.4.2), there’s a difference in the responses of dynamic 

and static filters just in a few first samples, and later both filters have the same 

behaviour. 

 

4.3. Weight matrices selection 

As it has been seen in previous points, to design LQR and Kalman filter first some 

weight matrices must be chosen by a certain criteria. 

 

4.3.1. LQR control: matrices Q and R. 

For the design of matrices Q and R, the values of the numbers in them are not really 

important. However, the relation between these numbers is what will define the 

behaviour of the controlled system. For example, if the energy saving or actuators 

integrities are more important than the accuracy of the control, the values of R have to 

be higher than the ones of Q. In this way, to minimise the index, control actions will be 

smaller and smoother. Otherwise, if the control has to be accurate and quick the values 

of Q will be higher than the ones of R. 

To adjust these values it is convenient to test them in several simulations, in order 

to analyze aspects such as non-saturation of actuators or how the system responds to 

disturbances, etc. The saturation can be handled indirectly with the weight of R. 
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 4.11

Having in mind that a good accuracy is desired, in the beginning the values chosen 

for Q are higher than for R, and within Q the entries corresponding to the heights of the 

2 first inputs (the variables to be controlled) have to be much higher than the others. 

Example 4.1. With the previous premises, some different values are tested in simulation 

to find one which doesn’t cause actuator saturations and, therefore, undesirable 

behaviours. The final chosen values are the following: 

20 0 0 0

0 20 0 0 10 0

0 0 1 0 0 10

0 0 0 1

Q R

 
 

        
 
 

 

 

4.3.2. Kalman filter: matrices QN and RN. 

To design the Kalman filter, first the RN matrix is completely determined by 

measurable noise deviations in the sensors, taking in account that both noises are 

uncorrelated. 

Definition 4.6. sampled standard deviation [4.4]: 
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1

1
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i

i

y y
N




 

  

where y  is the mean value of the measures and N the amount of them: 

Example 4.2. To determinate the deviation, a simple experiment is done. Once the 

sensors are calibrated, constant control actions of 10V are introduced.  Heights data 

have to be captured during a relatively long time, to obtain correct mean values and 

therefore valid deviations. In this case, 235 samples are obtained: 

 
Fig. 4.3: measurement noises in sensors of tanks 1 and 2 during 470 seconds.   
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Both deviations can be calculated and added to the diagonal of RN: 

0.497 0

0 0.499
NR

 
  
 

 

In the other side, to determine values in QN, a thought about the accuracy and 

possible errors in the modelling of the process has to be done. This becomes clearer 

considering the following extreme situations: 

- Values of QN much bigger than values of RN: information of the sensor is so much 

more important than the known model. This is convenient if the model is bad and 

the sensors are accurate. As a result, the filter becomes more sensitive to noise. 

- Values of RN much bigger than values of QN: convenient when the designer 

provides bad sensors, because the information of the model is more important than 

the sensors one. It can become, in extreme cases, an open-loop filter. 

The previous examples show that the designer has to weigh up the quality of 

sensors and model, and define QN in consequence. 

Example 4.3. For this project, since sensor information is very noisy, model 

information can be more useful, hence QN is defined with smaller values than RN: 

0.25 0

0 0.25
NQ

 
  
   

 

4.4. The closed loop with LQR and Kalman filter. 

To implement the resulting closed loop, some factors have to be taken into account: 

- The LQR is used as a state feedback (4.6). 

- The objective of LQR is to drive the system to a chosen equilibrium point, 

hence there’s no varying reference. 

- Kalman filter has as inputs the outputs of the process and action controls, and as 

outputs the estimated states, whether it is applied the static or dynamic method. 

With the considerations above, an implementation of the closed loop (in this case in 

a simulation) can be made as follows: 
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Fig. 4.4: closed loop schema with process model, Kalman filter and LQR. 

 

4.4.1. Matlab implementation 

The program used to data acquisition is Labview, but the control algorithm as part 

of the closed loop is made with Matlab, in a structure built-in the Labview program. 

Having in y the measures and in u the control actions which have to be calculated, the 

algorithm can be implemented as this: 

 % Just first sample      

      QN =0.25*eye(2); 

      RN =[0.4970 0; 0 0.4990]; 

      % LQR optimization matrices 

      Q=[20 0 0 0; 0 20 0 0; 0 0 1 0; 0 0 0 1]; 

      R=[10 0; 0 10]; 

      % Controler and observer design. sd is the process model discretised with T=2seg 

      [KEST,L,P,M,Z] = kalman(sd,QN,RN); 

      [K,S,E] = dlqr(sd.a,sd.b,Q,R); 

 

(...) 

 

% Kalman filter. 

      y_e=sd.c*x_e; 

      % k|k estimation. 

      x_e=x_e+L*(y-y_e); 

 

(...) 

 

% LQR. Feedback control. 

      u=-K*x_e; 

 

(...) 

 

% Anti wind-up     

      u=AntiWU(u); 

 

% k+1|k estimation 

      x_e=sd.a*x_e+sd.b*u; 

Code 4.1: Matlab implementation of LQG control. 
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It has to be taken into account that to do the k+1|k update, the control actions used 

must be limited first to avoid the wind-up phenomena, i.e., bad behavior if the actuators 

saturate and the algorithm has values without knowing this saturation. For this, an 

AntiWU function is implemented. Apart of this, the x_e has, as initial values, those 

obtained when the model is linearized, but changing their signs (to adapt them to real 

heights of 0cm). 

 

4.5. Experimental results 

4.5.1. Design values 

It is convenient first to denote the values of L and K sub-optimal gains obtained 

with Matlab and functions kalman and lqr respectively. 

Example 4.4. For the process with minimum phase zero, these are: 

0.6260 0.1561

0.1808 0.6250 0.2252 0.0863 0.2040 0.0887
   

-0.0094 0.0779 0.0190 0.3738 0.0209 0.3385

0.0820 -0.0060

L K

 
 

        
 
 

 

And for the process with non-minimum phase zero: 

0.6101 0.1381

0.1921 0.6037 0.0666 0.2812 0.0190 0.2972
                

0.2986 0.1534 0.1501 0.1237 0.1852 0.0656

0.2128 0.2473

L K

 
 

        
 
 

 

 

4.5.2. Simulation 

Once the design is made, the first thing to do is to simulate the closed loop to 

review its performance with the controller. For that, Matlab’s Simulink is used, building 

the system as follows: 

 
Fig.4.5: simulation of closed loop with Kalman filter and LQR. In this case, with minimum phase zero 

process model. 
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The results obtained with process model of minimum phase zero are the following: 

 

 

Fig. 4.6: simulation results. Process model with minimum phase zero. 

It can be observed that: 

- The Kalman filter works fine in 2 meanings: it filters the measure white noise 

and the estimation of the state, comparing with process outputs, is fine. 

- The response of states 1 and 2 is better than states 3 and 4, without overshoot 

and relatively quicker (taking into account the difference of distance to the 

equilibrium point). 

- The variation of control actions is smooth too, not oscillating around the control 

actions in equilibrium point. 

Therefore, the response in simulation is what could be expected according to the 

design. In addition, almost the same result is obtained with the model process with non-

minimum zero. 
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4.5.3. Results with real process 

Finally, once the simulation is working properly, experiments with this LQG and 

the real process are made. Some steps are introduced around the equilibrium point to 

test the behaviour, changing dynamically the linearization point, and therefore changing 

the model too. Seeing some parts of the experiments, made with minimum zero process: 

  
Fig.4.7: real behaviour with a step from 10 to 8cm. Minimum zero configuration.  

 As it can be observed, the dynamical response is adequate with design criteria. 

Changes in the heights are quick (settling time of 20 seconds), with good exactitude for 

the 2 first states, and a good noise filtering. In addition, first samples after the change of 

reference have a remarkable peak. This happens because of the change of model. With 

it, the Kalman filter changes, and it needs several samples to bring the estimation 

another time to values close to real ones. 

Regarding to the control actions, they have a bigger overshoot, but just to bring the 

state of the system as fast as possible to the equilibrium point. This happens because of 

bigger weightings of heights 1 and 2 than the ones of both voltages. 

The same result can be seen in another experiment, this time with non-minimum 

phase zero configuration: 

  
Fig.4.8: real behaviour with a step from 8 to 11cm. Non-minimum zero configuration. 
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Chapter 5: 

PID control 

 

5.1. Introduction 

Possibly the most extended control technique in industrial environment are the PID 

controllers. This control law is widely extended in SISO processes, but its direct 

adaptation to MIMO processes works reasonably well, hence this adaptation is also used 

given the knowledge of the technicians and not highly qualified operators about this 

kind of controllers. 

This importance would be enough to take this PID controls into account to analyze 

the effect of malicious attacks, but another powerful reason reassures the option of 

analyzing the attacks with this controller. This reason is the existence of the integral 

action, unlike the already studied LQG control (section 4). The special characteristics 

given to the closed loop by this integral action can suppose a relevant difference in the 

performance against malicious attacks. 

In this section, the design of a multivariable PI control is explained, followed by a 

simulation of the closed loop with this control and results applying it in the real process. 

 

5.2. Theoretical overview 

A proportional-integral-derivative control is a control loop feedback mechanism 

that uses as input an error signal, i.e., the difference between a measured output of the 

process and a desired value (the reference). The control tries to minimize this difference 

in three different ways: 
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 5.2

 5.3

 5.4

- Proportional action: it just uses the current error value, present information. A high 

proportional constant means large changes in the output model for a given change 

in the error, with instability problem included, and a low one can do the system not 

responsible to disturbances. 

- Integral action: this uses the accumulation of past errors (integral of errors in 

continuous and sum of them in discrete). If this is high, the control accelerates the 

system towards set point, doing the response faster and without steady state error. 

However, with a high integral constant, the system can overshoot the reference 

value, a fact that can become in instabilities too. 

- Derivative action: it takes the slope of the error signal. This predicts, in 

infinitesimal ranges, future information, that is used to damp in advance future 

oscillations. Because of this, that oscillations (that can be provoked by integral 

action) are reduced, therefore the response can be faster with the same oscillation 

that it had before taking into account this derivative term. 

A continuous PID is the sum of the three points before, translating them to 

mathematical language: 

Definition 5.1. Considering accumulation of past errors as an integral, and the slope of 

the error signal as the derivative, the PID can be expressed as follows: 

       
0

t

p i d

d
u t K e t K e d K e t

dt
   

 

although, the form mostly found in industry of this control is called standard form, and 

it is used because of its advantages in tuning methods: 

       
0

1
t

p d
i

d
u t K e t e d T e t

T dt
 

 
   

 


 

A PID control has several ways to adjust, since mathematic methods (using LaPlace 

transform) to experimental ones (manual adjust, Ziegler-Nichols criteria...). 

Definition 5.2. Discrete PID equation: 

     
   1

1

k
k k

k p i i d

i

e t e t
u t K e t K e t t K

t






   


  

The discrete PID equation is a direct consequence of the discretisation of continuous 

terms (5.2). The integral term is transformed in a sum, and the derivative in a slope 

between 2 separated points. 

There are two ways to the design a discrete PID: 

- Directly discretising a designed continuous PID. 

- The used one: design adjusting parameters directly in a discrete environment. 
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 5.5

 

5.3. Design 

5.3.1. Choosing input-output pairs 

As monovariable PID controls are applied to a multivariable process, firstly it has 

to be decided which input is used to control each output. For this, the RGA (Relative 

Gain Array) [5.1] gives the designer an easy way to know the influence between inputs 

and outputs. 

Definition 5.3. Relative gain array: 

     1*
t

RGA s G s G s   
 

where the symbol * represents a matrix multiplication member by member. 

Analyzing the frequency response of the RGA, it can be seen in any frequency the 

grade of decoupling of the system. The loop-pairing criteria [5.1] given by the RGA is 

the following (being i the number of rows, j the number of columns and ij  each 

element of the matrix):  

- ij  positive and close to 1 means a minimum interaction of other individual 

control loops. 

- ij  positive and close to 0 means that the manipulated input j has a little effect 

in the output i. 

- ij  Negative means that a pairing between input j and output i can suppose an 

unstable closed loop. 

- ij  Positive and greater than 1 means that input j is that which has more 

influence in output i, but other inputs have opposite effects in this input. The 

higher value of ij , the more correctional effects the other control loops have on 

the pair.  

Example 5.1. the following values are obtained with steady-state RGA for both 

minimum and non-minimum phase configurations. 

   
1.224 0.224 0.224 1.224

0 0
0.224 1.224 1.224 0.224

MP NMPRGA j RGA j 
    

      
    

 
With the previous criteria, it is clear that for minimum phase configuration the pairing 

will be 1-1 and 2-2, and for non-minimum phase configuration, 1-2 and 2-1. 
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5.3.2. Design of monovariable PID controllers. 

Once the pairing is done, the design of monovariable PID controllers is based in the 

transfer functions of the pairs, extracted from the transfer matrix, in this case, directly 

with the discrete one. In other words, if the transfer matrix is the following: 

 
   

   
11 12

21 22

G z G z
G z

G z G z

 
  
 

 and the pairs are 1-1 and 2-2,  11G z  and  22G z  are used to design the controllers with 

the SISO design tool of Matlab (in non-minimum phase one,  12G z  and  21G z  are 

used). 

The design procedure is the following: 

1. As the process doesn’t have integrator, one is necessary to achieve a steady state 

position error of 0. A pole in 1z   is added. 

2. A design requirement of  98% 100et seg  is chosen. It reduces the closed loop 

settling time until approximately a half of the time of the open loop. The percent 

overshoot is 10%  . A zero is added to lead the system to achieve the 

requirements. 

3. As the upper tanks have influence in the lower ones, increasing the overshoot, the 

gain is designed to avoid as much as possible this overshoot. Therefore, the closed 

loop poles have a very little imaginary part. 

With this procedure, 4 PI controllers are designed (2 for each zero configuration). 

Example 5.2. the first control consists in a pole in 1, a zero in 0.5 and a gain of 0.052: 

 
Fig.5.1: root locus with the design of first PID control for the minimum phase zero configuration. 

Working in the same way, the obtained multivariable PI controllers from (5.6) are the 

following, for both minimal and non-minimal phase zero configurations: 
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0.5
0.052 0
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0.5
0 0.044
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0.5
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F z

z

z
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F z

z
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5.4. Experimental results 

5.4.1. Simulation 

Knowing that the PID controls are designed with monovariable control theory, and 

they are applied in a multivariable process, it is necessary to test first the behaviour of 

the model with that controls, to avoid bad behaviours, or even problems as tank 

overflows, etc. 

For that purpose, the Simulink application of Matlab is used with the following 

schema, for both kinds of zero positions: 

 
Fig.5.2: Simulink schema to simulate closed loop with PI controllers. Note that the process model is 

deployed to observe the state of the system. 
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The obtained results are the following: 

  
Fig.5.3: results of PI controllers with minimum phase zero configuration. 

 

  
Fig.5.4: results of PI controllers with non-minimum phase zero configuration. 

From the previous results a series of conclusions can be extracted: 

- The responses have overshoot because of the influence of upper tanks, but it is 

not really high, even knowing that the step applied is wide, and applied from a 

long distance point from the equilibrium one. The response is better in non-

minimum phase zero model because of the decoupling applied to obtain a stable 

system. 

- The applied voltages are not much more than 1V over the linear 0V, i.e., no 

more than 5V adding the linearization values. Knowing that the saturation level 

is 12.5V, it can be said that there will be no problems with this saturation. 

- All the states are observed during the simulation, and upper tanks don’t have 

problems of overflow, as the lower ones. 

With these conclusions, and taking into account possible differences between 

process and model, the following step is to test the controllers in the real process. 
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5.4.2. Real process 

After simulation tests, the following step is to test the PI control laws in the real 

process. It is important to emphasize that, because of the noisy measures given by the 

sensors, it is necessary to have a filter, hence here it is used the same Kalman filter 

explained in the LQG part of the thesis. The output of the filter is an array with the 4 

states, but just the first two are taken for the controller. 

Some steps are introduced around the equilibrium point, in order to test the 

performance of the system. 

  
Fig.5.5: heights with minimum phase zero configuration. Experiment with PI controllers and minimum 

phase zero configuration of the real system. 

 
Fig.5.6: control actions needed to lead the system to heights of Fig.5.5. 

 

As it can be observed, the response of the system is similar to the simulated one. 

Analyzing the system behaviour: 

- Steady state error of 0 is reached in both steps. 

- The overshoot is almost what it was expected from the simulation. Percentages of 

16.8% and 19% are obtained for the first output, and 10.1% and 12.1% for the 

second one. That are higher than the designed ones, but this also happens in 

simulation because of the influence of upper tanks. 

- Settling times of 116-112 seconds in first output, and 91-100 seconds are taken. 
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- The maximum input applied is 6.808V, really far from possible saturations. In 

addition, the greatest inputs are in the initial moment, to lead the heights from the 

real 0 measure until the equilibrium point, which is not the normal behaviour of the 

system. 

These results are even better with the non-minimum phase zero configuration, as it 

can be seen in Fig.5.7 and Fig.5.8. 

  
Fig.5.7: heights with non-minimum phase zero configuration of the real process and PI controllers. 

 
Fig.5.8: control actions needed to lead the system to heights of Fig.5.7. 
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Chapter 6: Robust control 

 

6.1. Introduction 

In this section, the design of a robustified PI controller is raised. This 

robustification supposes an improvement of the closed loop performance comparing it 

with the behaviour with only SISO PID controls used (section 5). Apart of this 

improvement, it will be interesting to observe if the robustification of a controller also 

improves the behaviour of the system against malicious attacks (section 7). 

 

6.1.1. Robust control. General statements. 

The behaviour of a control system depends, mainly, in the fidelity of the employed 

model, as compared with the real process. The problem with this is that real processes 

can be extremely complex, because of which the model has to be simplified to work 

comfortably. In addition, the most usual way of working in control is with linear and 

time invariant models. 

All of the previous factors introduce errors and uncertainty in the model, therefore 

if an efficient control in a real process is desired this inaccuracy has to be taken into 

account, not assuring exact specifications but rather acceptable behaviours. 

Some of the main factors which produce uncertainty and could be studied are [6.1]: 

- Modifications in references regarding the nominal linearization point. 

- Not considered non-linear dynamics. 

- Not modelled high-frequency dynamics. 

- Time delays not included in the model. 
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- Inexact parameters, given the method of measure or the experiments used. 

In this thesis a way to control the system, taking into account the problems in a 

range of frequencies that these factors can provoke, is developed. Concretely, a robust 

McFarlane-Glover control [6.2] will be designed. 

 

6.2. Theoretical overview 

The H∞ optimization is used to design control laws that try to achieve robust 

performance and/or stabilization. The expression that has to be optimized, H∞, is the 

space of functions that are bounded in the right-half of the complex plane defined by 

Re(s) > 0. The H∞ norm is the maximum singular value of the function over that space 

(this can be interpreted as a maximum gain in any direction and at any frequency; for 

SISO systems, this is effectively the maximum magnitude of the frequency response). 

Definition 6.1. H∞ norm 

    supF j F j


  

  

where   is the maximum singular value of the matrix  F j .  

Loop-shaping design is a form to combine H∞ optimization with classical control 

tools therefore advantages of both techniques are achieved. In this way, performance 

properties related to limits of acceptable behaviour hold in spite of bounded differences 

between plant model used and the real process. 

The phases of design with this loop-shaping technique are the following: 

1. Study of frequency response of the model traditionally obtained. Basic tools, as 

Bode diagrams, are useful to analyze frequency behaviour of the system, and apply 

chosen weights to the plant transfer function in frequency domain. 

2. The resultant loop-shape is made robust with a H∞ optimization. 

In the thesis, the first part will be done simply searching cut frequencies in 

multivariable Bode diagram, and the second using McFarlane-Glover method explained 

below. 

To solve a robust control problem, McFarlane and Glover [6.2] presented a fine 

way for computing the stability margins for systems with bounded uncertainties.  Their 

solution is notable by its ease of implementation and attractive computation as it is 

based on Riccati and Lyapunov equations [6.3].  

Definition 6.2. McFarlane-Glover method as an H∞ optimization method that minimizes 

at the same time two cost functions: 
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where      2 1SG W s G s W s  and      2 1SK W s K s W s , W2 and W1 matrices that 

can be used to define the loop-shape, KS the H∞ found control and K the final control 

that is applied to the system. G is the transfer function. 

W1 and W2 can be used as pre- and post-compensators to make the gain GS 

sufficiently high at frequencies where good disturbance attenuation is required and 

sufficiently low at frequencies where a good robust stability is desired. With that, an 

optimal positive feedback controller is designed with optimization of K. 

Finally, the value reached by γ is indicative of the robustness of the closed loop. It 

will be acceptable if its value is between 1 and 3 [6.4].  

Once the regulator K is obtained, it can be added to the closed loop with error 

inputs. The robust control becomes a transfer matrix with constant coefficients. 

 
Fig.6.1: schema of the closed loop with the robust control. 

 

6.3. Design 

6.3.1. Definition of robustness range 

The first thing to do is to define what will be the frequency range where the closed 

loop has possibilities to work. For that, is convenient to calculate magnitude Bode 

diagrams of the closed loop with one of the other designed controls, to peer or improve 

their frequency response. In this case, monovariable PID controls structure is chosen, 

being its Bode diagram the following: 
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 6.4

 6.5

 
Fig.6.2: Bode diagram of process with designed PID. 

As it can be seen in Fig.6.2, the crossover frequency ωc of the closed loop with PID 

control is approximately 0.03 rad/s. In order to improve the response with the 

robustification, 0.1 /W rad s   is chosen as the top frequency of the range. 

 

6.3.2. Design of W1 and W2 

Having a process with 2 inputs and 2 outputs, W1 and W2 must be square matrices 

of 2 x 2. Knowing this, and in first place, W2 is in most of the cases designed as an 

identity matrix: 

Example 6.1. the chosen matrix W2 is the following: 

2

1 0

0 1
W

 
  
 

 The most difficult part is the design of W1. This matrix is originated in the idea of 

mixture between performance properties and acceptable responses with bounded 

differences between the process and its model. 

Definition 6.3. matrix W1 

1 f dW W F

 
where Wf has to be a matrix that decouples the model at a certain frequency 

 1

f WW G     

and Fd contains the classical control designed to achieve determined dynamic 

specifications. 

Note that since here, the procedure is explained with the minimum-phase zero 

process. 

Example 6.2. Using (6.5) with 0.1 /W rad s   it is obtained: 
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 6.7

0.2884 0.0813

0.1413 0.1928
fW

 
  
 

 

The second part, Fd, has to be designed pairing firstly inputs and outputs. For that, 

RGA matrix is calculated, to have an idea of how to do the pairs input-output (see 

definition 5.3). 

The gains of this matrix in certain frequencies give the designer a suitable idea of 

pairing, being the results better when a value is close to 1, and worst if negative values 

are obtained. Using a magnitude Bode diagram of this expression, the whole range of 

frequencies (between 0 and 
W ) can be analyzed: 

 
Fig.6.3: frequency response of RGA. 

In Fig.6.3 it is observed that, between 0 and 0.1 /W rad s  , the magnitude holds, 

between 1-1 and 2-2 pairs, in values near 0 (1 in non-logaritmic scale) and the other 

values are approximately 0.18 and 0.22. Taking these results, output 1 must be paired 

with input 1, and output 2 with input 2. Because of this, Fd can be expressed: 

 

 
1

2

0

0
d

f s
F

f s

 
  
 

 

where the individual controls are designed as PI controllers with a settling time (98%) 

lesser than 100 seconds. These PI control laws are designed using the Matlab 

application Sisotool, adding an integrator, and later a zero in order to obtain a root locus 

that permits to achieve the specifications varying the gain. 

Example 6.3. Designed SISO PI controllers with minimum phase zero process: 
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1

2

1
0.61 1

27.32

1
0.41 1

41.15

f s
s

f s
s

 
  

 

 
  

 

 

Post-compensator Fd is finally obtained substituting (6.8) in (6.7), and W1 with this 

result and (6.4) in (6.3). 

 

6.3.3. Final control 

Definition 6.5. The control, as defined by Glover and McFarlane, is a positive output 

feedback law: 

       1 2RF s W s F s W s  

Pre- and post-compensators are already calculated therefore the unique design 

problem that remains is FR, derived with H∞ algorithm explained before. This can be 

done directly with Matlab (command ncfsyn [6.4]), which directly calculates  F s . As 

this control is derived in continuous time, it has to be discretised to apply it with the 

computer. It is made using Tustin method with a period of 2 seconds, like the model and 

the rest of controllers in this thesis. Note that the controller  F s  is a positive feedback 

controller. 

 

6.4. Experimental results 

6.4.1. Simulation 

It is convenient to test first in simulation the performance requirements and possible 

saturations, instabilities, and the overshoot caused by the upper tanks before to 

implement the robust controllers in the real process. For that, the Matlab application 

Simulink is used, building the following block diagram: 

 
Fig.6.4: Simulink schema to simulate closed loop’s behaviour with robust control. 
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Note that, to simulate, a non-linear model is used directly instead of the linear one, 

in order to bring the results of the simulation as near as possible of the real behaviour. 

Because the controller is linear, it works with data related to the equilibrium point, 

hence the heights in the equilibrium point have to be rested to the output and references 

(y0 in Fig.6.4) and the control actions in this point must be summed to the ones 

calculated (u0 in Fig.6.4). 

The results obtained are the following: 

  
Fig.6.5: simulation experiment with minimum phase configuration model. 

  
Fig.6.6: simulation experiment with non-minimum phase configuration model. 

From Fig.6.5 and Fig.6.6 the following conclusions can be extracted: 

- The controller designed for the minimum phase configuration doesn’t produce 

overshot around equilibrium point, and the settling times are 100 seconds. 

- The closed loop with non-minimum phase configuration works properly, with a 

settling times (98%) of 102 seconds. The overshoot obtained is 0%. 

- The inputs in both cases are far of saturation levels. 

Having a good performance in simulation, the next step is to conduct experiments 

with the real process. 
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6.4.2. Real process 

The last step in this design part to test the control laws based on the applied 

robustification for PI controllers in the real process. In addition, the outputs have to be 

filtered because of the big noise component that they have. Therefore, here it is used the 

same Kalman filter used in the LQG part. 

Some steps around the equilibrium point (where the linear model is valid) are 

introduced as reference, to test the behaviour and compare it with the simulated one. 

These are the results: 

  
Fig.6.7: heights with minimum phase zero configuration. Experiment with robust PI controllers and 

minimum phase zero configuration of the real system. 

 
Fig.6.8: control actions needed to lead the system to heights of Fig.6.7. 

- As it can be observed in Fig.6.7, the maximum percent overshoot is 11.4% in the 

output 1, and provoked by measures heavily far from the real ones (deviations of 7-

8cm produced by sensor bad behaviour). In the second step, without that disparate 

data, the overshoot is near 2%. 

- Settling times obtained are 156 and 92 seconds for first output, and 156 and 110 

seconds for the second one, but the first times of both outputs are influenced 

another time by strange measures. 

- The maximum applied input is 6.938V, far from saturation limits, even with initial 

step, that is 10cm wide. 
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In conclusion, the performance characteristics thought in the design are 

accomplished. It happens too in non-minimum phase configuration (Fig.6.9 and 

Fig.6.10). 

  
Fig.6.9: real heights with non-minimum phase zero configuration. Experiment with robust PI controllers. 

 
Fig.6.10: control actions needed to lead the system to heights of Fig.6.9. 

- Percent overshoot: 0% output 1. 0% output 2. 

- Settling time: 80s - 88s output 1. 96s - 90s output 2. 

- Maximum applied input: 7.342V. 
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Chapter 7: 

Attacks on the quadruple tank 

 

7.1. Introduction 

With the controllers designed and tested (chapters 4, 5 and 6) some attacks are 

applied on them to observe the performance of the closed loop with them against 

different modifications in the data acquired from sensors and sent to the actuators. As it 

was explained in the introduction, in this chapter it’s important the analysis of 

differences of behaviour between controls with and without integral action, the ones 

robustified with those that are not and the response of the Kalman filter against attacks 

supposed as changes in the process model. 

In the past, control networks have been considered safe against malicious attacks, 

given its closed nature. Wired technology and the normal circumscription of the control 

loop into real physical structures have done these attacks so hard to apply hence the 

consequences of malicious attacks haven’t been studied until last years, limiting the 

reliability study of a system to natural factors as the aging of the materials or random 

variables. 

Applications of modern technology as remote connectivity and the use of wireless 

channels have opened these previously closed systems. This fact, apart from the obvious 

advantages [7.1], increases the risk of suffering malicious attacks. 

The attacks can be classified [7.2] as deception attacks and denial of service (DoS) 

ones. In the first ones, the information between system sensors and actuators and the 

controller is modified, and the second supposes directly a block of the information flow. 

The effects of deception attacks and different ways to detect them are showed in this 

paper. 
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A series of different attacks applied to the real quadruple tank with the wireless 

controller are analyzed. Five attacks are tested: input offset, input-output offset, frozen 

output, output replay and zeroing output, in the process with LQG, multivariable PI and 

robust controls, in both minimum and non-minimum phase configuration. 

 

7.2. Attacks description 

As it was described previously, the deception attacks tested in the thesis consist in 

those where k ky y  and/or k ku u , being ky  the height measures obtained by the 

sensors, ky  modified sensors data by the attacker, ku  the control actions calculated by 

the controllers and ku  a modification in these control actions made by the attacker. 

This modification of the signal is feasible given the wireless communication used in 

the control loop. Schematically, this is the way to attack the system: 

 
Fig.7.1: closed loop with the attack points. Blue intermittent lines represent the wireless channels. 

Actually, to apply the attacks a module is created apart in the same Labview 

program of the controller. Therefore the information flow between the attacker module 

and the control law is not wireless, because this flow is simulated into the computer, but 

the result is the same that the one obtained with a device which could block the real 

signals and send its own ones. 

In accordance with the place where the attack is applied, the attacks can be 

classified as follows: 

- Input attacks: k ku u  and k ky y . Just the control action is modified by the 

attacker. In this kind of attacks, it is tested a control action offset and zeroing 

output attack. 

- Output attacks: k ku u  and k ky y . 

- Input/output attacks: k ku u  and k ky y . Both signals are modified, creating 

the most difficult detectable attacks. Frozen output, output replay and 

input/output offset attacks are included in this class. 
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 7.1

7.3. Control action offset attack 

7.3.1. Attack concept 

The base of this attack is very simple. Supposing that the attacker can’t take the 

data from the sensors, the attacking action is delimited to a change of the control 

actions, in this case adding constants to de values calculated with the control law. 

Definition 7.1. Input offset attack: 

k k Hu u u 
  

Where  1 2H H Hu u u   is a vector of 2 constants chosen by the user. 

Translating this to the schema: 

 
Fig.7.2: schema of the input offset attack. 

 

7.3.2. Results 

In this section the behaviour of the closed loop against the attack is reviewed, 

leaving conclusions about how to detect the attack for the following one. The 

experiment is applied to closed loops with LQG, PI and robust control laws. These are 

the results of input offset modification for all of them, in both minimum and non-

minimum phase processes. 

 

7.3.2.1. LQG 

In Fig.7.3 the modification in control actions is showed graphically: 
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Fig.7.3: control actions for input offset experiment, LQG and minimum phase process. 

As it is observed (at 144t s  and 210t s ) the attack is applied, with offsets of 

1 2 3H Hu u V   and later 1 2 2H Hu u V   . It can be observed that the control law 

absorbs in part the big jump provoked by the adding of the offsets. Although, as the 

LQG controller doesn’t have integrators, the removing of all the effects of the input 

changes is impossible. 

 
Fig.7.4: filtered outputs with input offset experiment, LQG and minimum phase process. 

In Fig.7.4 it can be seen how the control doesn’t react completely to the changes, 

hence the offset is also reflected in the outputs, after the dynamics, reaching values of 

13 and 8.8cm approximately for each input offsets. This fact also happens with the non-

minimum phase process. 

  
Fig.7.5: results for the input offset experiment, with LQG and non-minimum phase process. 

It can be seen that the behaviour against this attack has no differences between both 

minimal and non-minimal processes with their controllers. 
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7.3.2.2. PI control 

In this section it is seen how the input offset attack affects to the closed loop 

performance with monovariable PI control laws, for both minimum and non-minimum 

phase processes. In Fig.7.6 the changes applied to the inputs are shown, in this case, for 

the minimum phase process: 

 
Fig.7.6: control actions for input offset experiment, PI and minimum phase process. 

It can be seen as, after the introduction of the offset (at 176t s  or 376t s ) the 

controller adapts the control action closer, but not exactly, to the one that there was 

before the attack,. It is necessary to see the behaviour of the outputs to explain this 

performance. 

 
Fig.7.7: filtered outputs with input offset experiment, PI controls and minimum phase process. 

In this case, the integral actions make possible that the system returns to the desired 

point. However, pairing attention to Fig.7.6 and Fig.7.7, it is noted that the outputs 

reach the reference with different steady state input values. This fact is explained 

knowing how the signal is filtered (Fig.7.8): 
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Fig.7.8: not-filtered versus filtered outputs with input offset experiment, 

PI controls and minimum phase process. 

It is easy to note how the filtered outputs are clearly different of the not filtered 

ones. This happens because the Kalman estimator used as filter has been designed with 

less process noise than sensor noise, taking into account the high noise given by the 

sensors. As this filter “believes” more in the process model than in the sensors, 

considering the offset added as a sort of change in the model, the Kalman filter doesn’t 

give a good estimation, and the observed difference is produced. 

With the non-minimum phase process the behaviour is the same: 

  

Fig.7.9: results for the input offset experiment, with PI control and non-minimum phase process. 

In 160t s  and 334t s  offsets of 1 2 3H Hu u V   and 1 2 2H Hu u V   are 

introduced. The facts explained previously, including the correction of the filtered 

output and the difference between that and the not filtered one, happen exactly as in the 

minimum phase experiment. 

 

7.3.2.3. Robust control 

The first fact to have into account in this section is that the robust controller is 

actually a couple of PI controllers robustified with Glover-McFarlane [7.3] method. 

Therefore, the performances of both PI and robust controllers have to be similar 

(Fig.7.10). 
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Fig.7.10: control actions for input offset experiment, robust PI controls and minimum phase process. 

The same behaviour as with PI control laws is observed, with new inputs in steady 

state that theoretically lead the outputs to the references. The comparison between 

filtered and not filtered outputs is a good way to review if the behaviour is the same: 

 
Fig.7.11: not-filtered versus filtered outputs with input offset experiment, 

Robust control and minimum phase zero process. 

The same performance, with the difference between not filtered and filtered output, 

is obtained with the robust control. It happens also with the non-minimum phase 

process: 

  

Fig.7.12: results for input offset experiment, with robust control and non-minimum phase zero process. 

With this experiment even the difference between real and estimated outputs is 

wider. In fact, this difference can be considered to detect an attack, as it is explained in 

the following section. 
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 7.2

7.3.3. Attack detection 

As the real output in this kind of attack is available to read, the detection of it is 

simple. Just error signal has to be reviewed. Knowing that the measures have a high 

deviation that could look like an attack if the review is made just with the values of each 

instant, the mean value of N measures is taken: 

0

k k k

N

k i

i
k

e y ref

e

E
N





  




  

where k is the present instant and N is the chosen number of previous samples (and the 

current one) taken to calculate the mean value. 

This is an example of the obtained results with LQG and minimum phase process: 

 
Fig.7.13: mean error with 5 samples horizon. LQR and minimum phase process. 

Note that, not taking into account the initial transitory, when the input is attacked 

with an offset the error values are much bigger than when there’s no attack, providing a 

simple and fine way to detect it. To avoid problems that can occur with this technique, 

some more methods can be applied: 

- Difference between real and estimated outputs: this can be useful when the model is 

accurate and the sensors noisy. In this way, a change in the model (that can be 

provoked by the offsets) supposes a bad estimation that becomes in separation 

between estimated and real values. This is fine to use it when integral actions which 

provoke that the estimated state leads the reference, are applied. 

- Difference between estimated state and reference: useful when a control law is not 

based directly in integrators (the LQG in this case). 

All this different methods can be applied with a similar method to (7.2), but 

changing the components of the subtraction. 
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 7.3

7.4. Input/output offset attack 

7.4.1. Attack concept 

The base of this attack is similar to the previous one, but in this case offset values 

are added to the input and the output at the same time. 

Definition 7.2. input/output offset attack 

k k H

k k H

u u u

y y y

 

    

where  1 2

t

H H Hu u u  and  1 2

t

H H Hy y y  are vectors of 2 constants chosen by the 

user. 

Schematically: 

 
Fig.7.14: schema of the I/O offset attack. 

 

7.4.2. Results 

The behaviour of the system when the double offset attack applied to the process is 

reviewed in this section, comparing it with the one with the input offset attack, given 

their similarity. 

7.4.2.1. LQG 

It is interesting to see, as it happens in the previous experiment, the difference 

between the real output and the estimated one with this kind of attack, knowing that 

with both input and output offset the difference between the model and the real process 

is even greater than just with input offset (Fig.7.15): 
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Fig.7.15: hacked and estimated outputs for I/O offset experiment, LQG and minimum phase process. 

In Fig.7.15 three consecutive attacks can be distinguished. These are the offsets 

added to the signals: 

 
Applying 

time 

Offset 

 Output 1 

(cm) 

Output 2 

(cm) 

Input 1 (V) Input 2 (V) 

Attack 1 92 5 5 3 3 

Attack 2 216 -5 5 -3 3 

Attack 3 300 -5 5 3 -3 

Table 7.1: sequence of offset attacks. LQG and MP process. 

The following is the result of the experiment applying the previous attacks: 

  
Fig.7.16: results for the I/O offset experiment, with LQG and minimum phase process. 

When the attack has the same offset sign (positive or negative) for an output and its 

more related input (pairs 1-1 and 2-2 in minimum phase case), as it happens in 1
st
 and 

2
nd

 attacks, the controller tries to mitigate the change in the outputs, but they actually 

don’t move. On the other hand, if in these pairs there are different signs, the outputs 

move away from the reference. Let’s check this behaviour with non-minimum phase 

process: 
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Fig.7.17: results for the input offset experiment, with LQG and non-minimum phase process. 

The offset values are the same introduced in the previous experiment (Table 7.1) 

but in instants  94, 232, 376t s . In 1
st
 and 3

rd
 experiments the control action tries to 

correct the deviation, but the output remains constant after a transitory time. This 

corresponds to the behaviour observable when the most influenced pairings input-output 

(in this case pairs 1-2 and 2-1) have the same offset sign. On the other side, in the 2
nd

 

attack there’s a more remarkable approaching to the reference, what supposes a real 

separation of the outputs. 

 

4.2.2. PI control 

The I/O offset attack it is now applied to the closed loop with monovariable PI 

control laws, for both minimum and non-minimum phase processes. It will be 

interesting to see how the control with the integrator reacts against the attack. 

  
Fig.7.18: results for the I/O offset experiment, with PI control and minimum phase process. 

This time, the offset introduced is also the same as in Table 7.1, but in the instants 

 120, 472, 752t s . Obviating the transitory performance, slower and with more 

overshoot than the LQG closed loop (Fig.7.16, 7.17), the behaviour of the system has no 

real differences between both controllers. However, watching the filtered output, one 

difference appears: 
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Fig.7.19: filtered vs real outputs with I/O offset experiment, PI control and minimum phase process. 

Comparing with the LQG (Fig.7.15), in this case the filtered output, thanks to the 

integral action, is leaded to the reference point, even with the attack working. But the 

problem is the same as with the input offset experiments: if the offsets are taken as 

changes in the process model, and given the importance of that model against the sensor 

measures, the estimated outputs are completely wrong. This fact, as with the input offset 

(section 7.3) can be used to identify an attack. 

Let’s see if with the non-minimum phase process the evolution is the same: 

  
Fig.7.20: results for the I/O offset experiment, with PI control and non-minimum phase process. 

In this case, the offsets applied are the same as in Table 1, but applied in 138, 408 

and 660 seconds  138, 408, 660t s . The response is analogue to the observed in 

Fig.7.18, taking into account that now the input-output pairings are 1-2 and 2-1. 

Therefore, the 1
st
 and 3

rd
 attacks are those whose offset signs between the most 

influenced pairings have the same sign being the 2
nd

 attack representative or the 

opposite case. Finally, the difference between the real and the filtered output also exists 

with the non-minimum phase zero process: 
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Fig.7.21: filtered vs real outputs with I/O offset experiment, PI control and non-minimum phase process. 

 

7.4.2.3. Robust control 

It is clear that the response with the attack with PI controllers (Fig.7.18 and 

Fig.7.20) and robust controllers (PI control robustified) has to be almost the same. This 

fact is first checked with minimum phase process: 

  
Fig.7.22: results for the I/O offset experiment, with robust control and minimum phase process. 

The offset values are another time the same as in Table 7.1, but introduced at times 

 128, 388, 576t s . It is observed how the performance is, as expected, really close to 

the one with the PI controllers. In addition, the state estimation is also erroneous: 

 
Fig.7.23: not-filtered versus filtered outputs with I/O offset experiment, 

Robust control and minimum phase process. 
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In this case the evolution is not exactly the same in the 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 attacks (the 

outputs are not leaded to the reference), comparing with the PI closed loop behaviour, 

but it remains useful to detect the attack. 

Finally, the performance with non-minimum phase process is the following, with 

offset values on Table 7.1 and attack times of
  220, 518, 766t s . 

  
Fig.7.24: results for the I/O offset experiment, with robust control and non-minimum phase process. 

As it happened with the robust controller with minimum phase process (Fig.7.22), 

when all the signs are positive, the control leads the output to the reference, as in the 

first attack. In the rest of them, the performance is equal of the ones of the other PI and 

robust controllers. 

 

7.4.3. Attack detection 

Knowing that when an attack of this kind happens the outputs are deviated from the 

reference, simply with the error this attack can be detectable. Therefore, the expression 

(7.2) is also valid for this attack. 

This is an example of the obtained results with robust control and non-minimum 

phase process: 

 
Fig.7.25: mean error with 5 samples horizon. Robust control and non-minimum phase process. 

Note that not taking into account the initial transitory, in the beginning of each 

attack the error grows in a notable way, reaching maximum values of 12.99, 5.86 and 
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 7.4

 7.5

11.12cm respectively. Observe that, when the attack is stopped, there’s a transitory to 

drive the outputs to the reference another time, but it is not important given the 

supposed previous reaction against the attack taken by the user. 

Apart of this, some more techniques can be used to detect the attack, exactly as it 

was explained with the input offset attack: 

- Difference between output and estimated state. 

- Difference between estimated state and reference. 

All this different methods can be applied with a similar method to (7.2), but 

changing the components of the subtraction. 

 

7.5. Frozen output attack 

7.5.1. Attack concept 

For this attack, it is supposed that the attacker has access to sensor signals. The 

basic idea is to send to the controller the output values captured in one sample, in order 

to hold the value in the reference point. Once this is made, the control action can be 

modified to whatever value the attacker wants, provoking emptying of the tanks, 

overflow or any other malicious behaviour. 

Definition 7.4: In one determinate sample: 

ky y    

Once the output values are captured (7.4) they’re sent to the controller, and the input 

can be modified: 

k

k

y y

u







  

where   is the input vector chosen by the attacker. 

 
Fig.7.26: schema of the frozen output attack. 
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7.5.2. Results 

The performance of the closed loops with LQG, PI and robust controls against this 

attack is reviewed in this section, with both minimum and non-minimum phase 

processes. The detection and conclusions are in the next section. 

 

7.5.2.1. LQG 

In Fig.7.27 the behaviour of the system with the Kalman filter and LQR is observed 

graphically. 

 
Fig.7.27: hacked and real outputs for frozen output attack, LQG and minimum phase process. 

In 94t s  the attack is applied with output constants  10.726 10.506y  . It is 

observed how the output read by the controller is completely plane, while the real 

output is changing by the influence of the modified input  , that is chosen as follows: 

 
Fig.7.28: hacked and calculated ctrl actions for frozen output attack, LQG and minimum phase process. 

During the attack, as the data received by the controller is completely constant, the 

control action calculated is also constant (except the first instants while the estimator is 

leading its output to a constant value). This absence of noise is discussed later to detect 

the attack. 

The performance with this attack and non-minimum phase process is really close to 

the minimum phase one: 
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Fig.7.29: results for the frozen output experiment, with LQG and non-minimum phase process. 

It can be seen that the behaviour against this attack has no differences between both 

minimal and non-minimal processes with their controllers. 

 

7.5.2.2. PI control 

Let’s see in Fig.7.30 how the system with monovariable PI controllers implemented 

is being affected by a frozen output. 

 
Fig.7.30: hacked and real outputs for frozen output attack, PI controls and minimum phase process. 

In 144t s  the attack is applied with output constants  10.327 9.04y  , being 

therefore the output seen by the control constant while the input is modified as can be 

observed in Fig.7.31, where better conclusions can be extracted: 

 
Fig.7.31: hacked and calculated ctrl actions for frozen output attack, PID and minimum phase process. 
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Given the integral action of the control, when the constant frozen output is 

introduced, the error remains constant, what becomes in input evolutions with slope 

shape. This happens because with used integrator an input depends on the value of the 

input in the previous sample and error values, in this case the current and the previous: 

Definition 7.5. general structure of the differences equation of a PI control. 

1 1· ·k k k ku u a e b e     

where a and b come from designed values of the controller. 

If the error is constant, the control action equation becomes a straight line with 

slope a b . 

Let’s see if the performance with non-minimum phase PI controllers and process is 

like the minimum-phase one: 

  
Fig.7.32: results for the frozen output experiment, with PI control and non-minimum phase process. 

 

7.5.2.3. Robust control 

The first fact to have into account in this section is that the robust controller is 

actually a couple of PI controllers robustified with Glover-McFarlane [7.3] method. 

Therefore, the performances of both controllers have to be similar (Fig.7.33). 

 
Fig.7.33: hacked and real outputs for frozen output attack, robust control and minimum phase process. 
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In 182t s  the attack is applied with output constants  10.831 9.89y  . The 

output that arrives to the controller is constant in some samples, hence it is interesting to 

see if the same slope phenomena happens with this control: 

 
Fig.7.34: hacked and calculated ctrl actions for frozen output attack, 

robust control and minimum phase process. 

In Fig.7.34 the same behaviour as with PI control, with the sloped straight line, is 

obtained. It just remains in this section to review the performance of the closed loop 

when the plant has a non-minimum phase configuration: 

  
Fig.7.35: results for the frozen output experiment, with robust control and non-minimum phase process. 

The behaviour is the same, indeed. Let’s see now the ways to detect that the control 

is being attacked with this kind of attack. 

 

7.5.3. Attack detection 

Keeping in mind the previous results, two ways are formulated to detect a frozen 

output attack. The first of them is, considering that the real measures have determined 

noises, to calculate the standard deviation of those measures with N samples. This 

deviation will be high in the transitory time, and smaller in steady state. But when the 

output is completely frozen, the deviation decreases until 0. 

Definition 7.6. Sampled standard deviation: 
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where µk is the average value of the outputs from k-N to k, and N is a chosen amount of 

samples to calculate this standard deviation. 

In Fig.7.36 there’s an example with the PID with minimum phase process 

experiment and N=5:  

 
Fig.7.36: standard deviation applying (7.6) to the PID experiment and MP process. 

 It is observed how the deviation falls to 0 when the attack is active. Hence, those 0 

values are a clear indicator of this kind of attack. 

The second way is only applicable to controllers with integral action (in this study, 

to PI and robust control). Knowing the effect of integrators seen in previous sections, it 

is easy to detect the attack checking if the input presents, during a certain time, an 

evolution close to a straight line. Being the slope 1k k ku u    these are the results for 

the same experiment as before: 

 
Fig.7.37: evolution of the inputs in a frozen output experiment. 

Between samples 73t s  and 99t s  (when the system is attacked) the slope is 

almost constant. Therefore, this attribute can be used (with a tolerance) to detect the 

attack. 

Finally, it should be considered the problem if the attacker freezes the output but 

adding noise to it. That case is not developed and tested here, but there are some ideas 
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 7.7

 7.8

close to the ones that have been developed here. At first, if the noise applied by the 

attacker is not exactly equal to the one of the sensor, the standard deviation would be a 

useful tool, but detecting a different value and not the 0 (note that in this case would be 

recommendable to take a higher value of N). And finally, if the noise applied by the 

attacker is almost exact to the sensor noise, the unique form to detect the attack would 

be to change the reference during a few samples, to detect the attack if the output 

doesn’t change. 

 

7.6. Output replay attack 

7.6.1. Attack concept 

Having access to the sensor signals, in this attack some sensor values are saved 

during a certain time. Later, this values are replayed repeatedly, simulating the real 

output ones. 

Definition 7.7. Considering that M output values have been recorded, that values are 

represented as 
0 1.. My y 
  . Once these values are stored, the attack can begin in the 

instant m with the following expression: 

k ny y if k m q M n      

where  0.. 1n M   and  0.. 1q r  , with r the number of times the sequence is 

replayed. While the sequence is replayed, the input is changed to whatever value the 

attacker wants: 

ku 
 

where   is the input vector chosen by the attacker. 

Graphically: 

 
Fig.7.38: schema of the replay output attack. 
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7.6.2. Results 

In this attack, the attacker needs to know the output of sensors, and has to be 

capable of modifying the input. The performance of the closed loops with LQG, PI and 

robust controls against this attack is reviewed in this section, with both minimum and 

non-minimum phase processes. The detection and conclusions are in the next section. 

 

7.6.2.1. LQG 

It is interesting to see first the outputs to understand how this attack works. Let’s 

see it for the LQG and minimum phase process: 

 
Fig.7.39: hacked outputs for output replay attack, LQG and minimum phase process. 

In Fig.7.39 it is observed how the outputs seem to have a normal behaviour, but 

with a more accurate look the repeated pattern is clear. The series is taken from 64t s  

to 92t s  and it is repeated from 100t s  each 30s until the attack is stopped. 

Comparing real and hacked outputs the malicious changes in the values are coincident 

with that replay: 

  
Fig.7.40: results for the output replay attack, with LQG and minimum phase process. 

The output is repeated, and therefore, as the control action calculation is made with 

the same values, the calculated control actions also follow a series. Let’s see if this 

performance is similar with the non-minimum phase process. 
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Fig.7.41: results for the output replay attack, with LQG and non-minimum phase process. 

It can be seen that the behaviour against this attack has no differences between both 

minimal and non-minimal processes with their controllers. 

 

7.6.2.2. PI control 

In principle, there will be no remarkable differences between the performances 

against with this attack between controllers. Checking this affirmation with the PI 

control and minimum phase process: 

  
Fig.7.42: results for the output replay attack, with PI control and minimum phase process. 

As it was advanced, there are not remarkable differences in the response to this 

attack between closed loops with LQG and PI control. The same happens with the non-

minimum phase process (Fig.7.43). 

  
Fig.7.43: results for the output replay attack, with PI control and non-minimum phase process. 
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7.6.2.3. Robust control 

Having this complex attack, it has been checked how the behaviour of it doesn’t 

depend in which controller is being used. In this section this lack of differences is also 

tested with the robust control, firstly with the minimum phase process. 

  
Fig.7.44: results for the output replay attack, with robust control and minimum phase process. 

As it is observed, the behaviour can be considered almost equal with the other 

controls, as it also happens with the non-minimum phase process: 

  
Fig.7.45: results for the output replay attack, with robust control and non-minimum phase process. 

 

7.6.3. Attack detection 

Taking the concept of the attack as a replay of measures, a good way to discover 

this attack is precisely to search repetitions of the output values. For that, a series of M 

past output values have to be reviewed searching coincidences. In addition, to reduce 

the possibility of false attack diagnosis, repetition of the values of both outputs at the 

same time is searched.  

Definition 7.8. output replay data detector in instant k: 
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Considering a steady state and sensor deviations of 1cm , the probability to obtain 

a pair of determined measures is approximately 42.15 10 . With 100N   the 

probability to repeat a measure without an attack is 22.15 10 , which is too much high. 

However, as the sequence is repeated, coincidences followed one by another are much 

less probable. In this case, if for example 1kr   is searched 10 consecutive samples, the 

probability of an attack declaration without a real attack is 
172.8 10 . 

In Fig.7.46 there’s an example kr  calculation. In this case, as this calculation has 

been done offline, instead of the concept of N, in each sample all the measures since the 

beginning of the experiment are compared. This is the result: 

  
Fig.7.46: attack detection of output replay. Robust control with minimum phase process. 

It is observed that during the attack all the values of kr  are 1, and another 1 value is 

obtained out of the attack, by coincidence. But searching a series of positive repetition 

identification this last 1 is eliminated of the attack detection. 

Finally, it is important to remark that, if both output series that the attacker replays 

are recorded in different periods of time, or the time between the recording and the 

attack is wider than the covered by N, this method will recognise the attack in the 

second repetition of the series, what can be dangerous. Although it is not implemented 

and tested, a form to avoid this with the case of LQG control is explained, but not tested 

experimentally, in Appendix B, extracted from [1.11]. 
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 7.10

 7.11

 7.12

7.7. Zeroing output attack 

7.7.1. Attack concept 

The aim of this attack is to try to modify the inputs in a way that the outputs don’t 

change. Therefore changes in non-measured states are not detected. The schema of the 

attack is the following: 

 
Fig.7.47: schema of the zeroing output attack (see (7.12)). 

That’s solved using solutions to transmission blocking theory [7.6], formulated as 

follows: 

Definition 7.9. Find all pairs   0 ,x u k  consisting of an initial state 4

0x   and an 

input vector sequence   0,1,2..u k k    such that the corresponding output  y k  is 

identically 0 for all 0,1,2..k   

The solution of this problem is the following [7.6]: 

Definition 7.10. If C   is a transmission zero of the plant then the applied input is: 

  0,1,2..ku k g for k   

being g the input zero direction corresponding to the chosen zero  . If this input is 

applied with the initial condition  0 0x x , 

  0 0,1,2..kx k x for k   

and 

  0 0,1,2..y k for k   

In (7.11) and (7.12) it is easily observed how, if the zero is a minimum phase one 

 1  , the effect of an attack using this is really weak given the 
k  part of the 

expression. Because of that, this attack is applied just to the non-minimum phase zero 

configuration, because given 1   the input increases radically with k. 
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 7.15

 7.13

 7.14

 7.16

 7.17

7.7.1.1. Derivation of transmission zeros and input zero directions 

To use the previous expressions, it is necessary to calculate the transmission zero 

positions q and their input directions g. Firstly, the values of q are calculated as follows: 

Definition 7.11. Having a linear plant model defined by its state space 

     

   

1x k Ax k Bu k

y k Cx k

  


 

with n states, m inputs and r outputs, the discrete polynomial system matrix  P z  is 

defined as follows [1.12]: 

 
0

zI A B
P z

C

  
  
 

 

where z is the z-transform variable. The transmission zeros are the values z   for 

which  P z  loses rank. 

Once the value of   is calculated, the initial state and the input zero direction can 

be also calculated as follows: 

Theorem 7.1: if q is a transmission zero of the process (7.13), g and x0 are calculated 

as solution of the following matrix equation [1.12]: 

0 0

0 0

I A B x

C g

       
     

     
 

The equation in (7.15) can be indirectly solved using the singular value 

decomposition: 

  tP U V    

As Σ is a diagonal matrix with the singular values of  P   in decreasing order, the 

last value of the diagonal of Σ is the directly related with the solution  0 0
t
. 

Therefore, the last left singular vector is directly  0

t
x x g . Mathematically, if 

m nx u   is the last column of U, i  the singular values obtained in the diagonal of Σ 

and , t

i iu v  determined columns of the matrices , tU V : 

1

0

0
m n

t t

i i i m n

i

m n

U V x u v u

x
u

g
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7.7.1.2. Simulation 

It is interesting to observe if the outputs are effectively zeroed in a simulation 

environment before to test the attack in the real system. The process linear model is 

used here, with an initial state 
0 0

kx x . The input is applied with (7.10) with the 

following result: 

 
Fig.7.48: simulation of linear model with zero input attack 

The measured heights are always 0, while the height 3 and 4, not measured, have a 

dangerously increasing evolution, exactly as it is expected and showing the damage that 

an attack of this kind could provoke. 

 

7.7.2. Results 

As it is indicated in the previous section, knowing the calculation of the sequence 

ku , from the initial state 0x
 
the output should remain in value 0. Although, the attack is 

applied in a moment randomly chosen, hence the initial point 0

kx  won’t be exactly 0x . 

Apart of the attack in general, this is a fact to analyze in the experiments. 

 

7.2.1. LQG control 

The performance of the system with this attack is analyzed firstly with the LQG 

controller, with a first experiment with the system in steady state with the equilibrium 

point as reference. These first results will be analyzed deeply, studying the remarkable 

facts that happen, just to repeat the experiments with PI and robust controllers and 

explain the differences between them. Here are the results: 
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Fig.7.49: results for the zeroing output attack, with LQG control and non-minimum phase process. 

The attack begins in 0 60kt s , when the input   0,1,2..ku k g for k   summing 

the input in the equilibrium point is applied to the real process. It is easily observable 

how, with the obtained result  0.6117 0.7398
t

g     and 1.7609 
 
the first hacked 

input will tend to   and the second one will do it to   (red and cyan lines in the 

second graphic of Fig.7.47). This evolution is stopped when the inputs reach saturation 

values. 

A change in the outputs can be noted in 9 78kt s , several samples after the hacked 

control actions are saturated. This happens because, taking into account this saturation, 

the equation (7.10) cannot be satisfied from 4 68kt s  until the end of the attack in 

17 94kt s , hence the output (7.12) won’t be effectively 0 (actually the equilibrium 

point). 

With the obtained data it seems that, until 9 78kt s , there’s no apparent problem in 

the system. Not even the estimated values by the Kalman filter with the output and 

calculated input data indicate problems (Fig.7.50). 

 
Fig.7.50: estimated state with zeroing output attack, LQG control and non-minimum phase process. 

The problem is that, when the experiment is made, it can be observed how the non-

measured heights change abruptly. That’s showed here simulating offline the system 

behaviour with the malicious input data. 
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Fig.7.51: estimated state with the hacked input, LQG control and non-minimum phase process. 

As it is observed, the tank 3 reaches high, and the tank 4 has negative values (it is 

empty in the reality) before the measurable outputs diverge from the equilibrium point. 

That fact remarks the importance of a detection of the attack before the effect of 

saturation begins to be noted in measurable outputs. 

Finally, it is important to check if the difference between the theoretically obtained 

initial point 0x  (7.15) and the real initial point in the beginning of the attack 
0

kx  

produces a performance different of the one that the attacker is searching for (Fig.7.47). 

In a first case, with the previous experiment, the data is the following: 

 0 0 0 0.224 0.1686
t

x    while  0 0.233 0.712 0.0837 0.1883
tkx    . In that 

experiment, the output remains reasonably close to the ideal zeroing output behaviour, 

hence a wider difference is searched in other experiments. 

In fact, in the LQG control case, as the control law is dynamically calculated when 

a change of reference happens, the outputs will be around 0 when the steady state is 

reached. In this way, a wide difference between 0x  and 0

kx  won’t be obtained, hence the 

attack won’t be unsuccessful in any case because of that difference. Therefore, this test 

is left to experiments with PI and robust controllers. 

On the other hand, what is interesting to investigate with this controller is what 

happens if the attacker doesn’t realize that there’s a change in the reference and a 

theoretically wrong sequence, calculated with a linearized model in a different point, is 

applied. In the following case, the control objective is 9cm for both outputs. Therefore, 

the LQG control is calculated with a model linearized with this equilibrium point. 

Although, the attacker applies an attack with   and g  calculated with the linear model 

derived with an equilibrium point of 10cm  for both outputs. This is the result: 
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Fig.7.52: results for the zeroing output attack, with LQG control and non-minimum phase process, with 

reference 9cm. 

In this case, the values obtained with the linearized model around 9cm  are 

1.8228   and  0.4791 0.4892
t

g   , while the input sequence is calculated with the 

input zero direction of the previous experiments  0.6117 0.7398
t

g   . It is easy to 

see how the output evolution is not remarkably different to the others of the previous 

experiments, with the outputs remaining around the reference point until the appearance 

of the saturations. In conclusion, by the point of view of the attacker, this kind of attack 

is robust against little changes in the reference that cause changes in the linear model 

used to calculate the controller. 

 

7.2.2. PI control 

In a first experiment, differences between the response of the closed loop with PI 

controllers and the one with LQG control are searched. In this case, the attack is applied 

close to the 0x  calculated (7.15). As it is showed in Fig.54, the application point is 

(subtracting the equilibrium point)  0 0.0740 0.0740 0.1487 0.1213
tkx    , really 

close to  0 0 0 0.224 0.1686
t

x   .  

 
Fig.7.53: estimated state with PI control and non-minimum phase process. 

And this is the result: 
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Fig.7.54: results for the zeroing output attack, with PI control and non-minimum phase process. 

As it happened with the LQG control, with the attack beginning in 0 254kt s , the 

effect of it is not observed until 8 270kt s , 6 seconds after the hacked inputs have 

reached saturation levels, what supposes a similar reaction to the attack with the system 

with LQG control. It is seen after how the response with robust controller (Fig.7.57) is 

also similar to them. 

On the other side, experiments with the system in a steady state far from the 

equilibrium point are made to test if the attack presents a non-zeroing output behaviour 

with this conditions. In this case,  0  1.97 1.883 0.7337 0.6083
tkx     

(Fig.7.55), different from the calculated  0 0 0 0.224 0.1686
t

x   . 

 
Fig.7.55: estimated state with step to 8cm, robust control and non-minimum phase process. 

  
Fig.7.56: results for the zeroing output attack, with PI control and non-minimum phase process. 
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Between 
0 204kt s  and 

9 222kt s , without influences of the saturation, an 

ascendant evolution of the outputs (real and estimated) is observed, hence a wide 

difference between theoretical and practical initial points supposes a non-zeroing output 

performance. The attack is, therefore, sensitive to the initial position of the process. 

 

7.2.3. Robust control 

In this section differences between classical PI control law and the robustified one 

are searched. It is also interesting to review if the attack applied in a different point 
0

kx  

of the 0x  calculated (7.15) is easily detectable. 

This is a first example, with the attack applied near the equilibrium point: 

  
Fig.7.57: results for the zeroing output attack, with robust control, non-minimum phase process and 

reference 10cm. 

The attack begins in 0 200kt s , and as it happens in the other ones, it is not noted in 

the outputs until several samples after the inputs are saturated, in this case in 9 218kt s . 

Therefore, the performances of this controller and the others are not different, even 

repeating the time period between the beginning of the attack and the moment when the 

behaviour changes because of the saturations. 

Finally, in other case, experiments are done with the reference away from the 

equilibrium point, in this case, another time at 8cm for both outputs: 
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Fig.7.58: results for the zeroing output attack, with robust control, non-minimum phase process and 

reference 8cm. 

In this case, the attack is applied in 
0 204kt s , being the initial point of the attack 

 0  2.0780 1.9190 0.6457 0.5633
tkx      (see Fig.7.60), completely different 

from the calculated  0 0 0 0.224 0.1686
t

x   . 

 
Fig.7.59: estimated state with step to 8cm, robust control and non-minimum phase process. 

Between 0 204kt s  and 11 226kt s , without influences of the saturation, an 

ascendant evolution of the outputs (real and estimated) is also observed, as it happened 

with the PI control. It is therefore reasserted that the attack is not robust against changes 

in the application point 0

kx  in comparison with 0x .
 
 

 

7.3. Attack detection 

Based on the commented previous behaviours, it is clear that, when the introduced 

input by the attacker is saturated, the output error increases, giving an opportunity to 

detect the attack. Therefore, (7.2) can be used another time. These are the results, in this 

case, with the PI control experiment: 
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 7.18

 
Fig.7.60: mean error with 5 samples horizon. PI control and non-minimum phase process. 

In this way, the attack is clearly detectable, but just with saturation conditions. 

Before that, this zeroing output attack is really aggressive, as it is showed in Fig.7.51. 

Because of that, when the attack is detected one of the upper tanks is empty, and the 

other has risk of overflow. Therefore, if the level of the upper tanks is important for the 

integrity of the process, it is necessary to find other ways to detect the attack. 

The first one proposed, but not tested, is a change in the process architecture. As 

this attack just modifies the applied input k ku u , adding real measures of the upper 

tanks, at least just to monitor them, would solve the problem. In this case, the error used 

to detect the attack could be, supposing that the measures 3y  and 4y  are obtained with 

sensors: 

| 1

0

ˆu u

k k k k

N
u

k i

i
k

e y x

e

E
N







 


  

where  1 2 3 4

tu

ky y y y y  are the measures of the upper tanks in instant k, and 

 | 1 1 2 3 4

tu

k kx x x x x   are the estimated heights of the upper tanks by the Kalman 

filter in the same instant k. 

Another way to detect this attack (with the LQG configuration) could be the one 

explained in Appendix B. To prove if it works taking into account the few samples with 

the output zeroed can be an interesting future work. 
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Chapter 8: Conclusions and future work 

 

In this work, the performance of controlled systems against deception attacks have 

been reviewed, and some conclusions can be extracted. 

Firstly, there is not a remarkably different behaviour between the compared 

controllers in response to the tested deception attacks. However, it’s observed a 

different performance in attacks which don’t modify the output depending on the 

existence of integrator or not. In affirmative case, the estimated outputs always 

converge to the reference, but this doesn’t mean that the real outputs converge 

effectively to the it. This happens because of a bad estimation if an attack is taken as a 

change in the process. Because of that, the model is not adjusted to the process, hence 

the model-based prediction of the Kalman filter is wrong. Due to these considerations, 

for input attacks (except the zeroing output attack), controllers with integral action (in 

this case PI and robustified PI control) have a better response, but not combined with 

Kalman estimators, but with other kind of not model-based filters, as mean filters, low-

pass filters... On the contrary, there’s not a remarkably better controller to deal with 

input/output attacks between the analyzed ones. 

In second place, the designed detectors are too concrete for any kind of attack, but 

the commented residue between the outputs and the estimations of the Kalman filter can 

be used in general to detect all the suggested attacks, studying this residue directly in 

case of input attacks or designing sub-optimal controllers with detection of deviation (χ
2 

detectors) in case of output attacks.  

Finally, it has been shown how there’s no difference of performance between 

robustified and not robustified algorithms against malicious attacks. The robustification 

of a controller has, as main aim, the design of this controller assuring stability against 

parameter uncertainties and disturbances. The intentional attacks are out of the field of 

study of the robust control, but anyways it’s useful to remark that this robustification is 

not useful against intentional attacks. 
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As future work, the development of χ
2 

detectors with the real process and for all the 

expressed kinds of attacks and controllers can be interesting to create a unified detector 

for all kind of attack. In addition, other attacks should be designed and tested to assure 

the efficiency of existing and newly designed detectors against them. This investigation 

can be similar to the one focused in computer security, with a defender trying to prevent 

all possible attacks that can be planned by a hypothetic attacker, hence the investigation 

about signal attacks is just beginning, at the same time that the wireless technology is 

beginning to be widely used. 

On the other hand, ways to keep the channel safe would be interesting to research, 

creating two fronts that an attacker has to face: a safe channel and the detection of the 

attack, if the first has failed. 
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Appendix A: 

χ
2
 replay attack detection with LQR 

control and Kalman filter 

 

Definition A.1. A linear time invariant process: 

1k k k k

k k k

x Ax Bu v

y Cx w

   

 
 

is filtered and controlled with a LQR and a Kalman filter with the following form, 

derived in a different way that in section 4: 

 

 

| | 1 | 1

1| |

1
*

| |

ˆ ˆ ˆ

ˆ ˆ

ˆ ˆ

k k k k k k k

k k k k k

T T

k k k k k

x x L y Cx

x Ax Bu

u Kx B S B R B S Ax

 





  

 

     
 

with S derived from:  

 
1

T T T TS A S A Q A S B B S B R B S A


         

where Q and R are the defined weight matrices of the index J (4.5). 

Definition A.2. In order to detect the attack, the control law is redefined as: 

*

k k ku u u 

 
where ku  are drawn from a Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and covariance  , 

and independent of *

ku . 
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 .5A

 .6A

 .7A

 .8A

 .9A

Theorem A.1. The performance after adding the 
ku  is given by: 

 TJ J trace R B S B     
 

 

Knowing the expressions from (B.2) and that there’s an attack ( y  is the hacked 

output) the estimation of the Kalman filter can be rewritten in a recursive way: 

 

    
    

1| | |

| 1 | 1

| 1

ˆ ˆ ˆ

ˆ ˆ

ˆ

k k k k k k k

k k k k k

k k k

x Ax Bu A BK x

A BK x L y Cx

A BK I LC x A BK Ly



 



    

    

    

 

where the next value can be extracted, doing a variable change in (B.6): 

  

 1| | 1
ˆ ˆ

k k k k k

A BK I LC

x x A BK Ly 

   

   
 

Theorem A.2. Using a 2  detector, it’s true that, without an attack: 

   1

| 1 | 1
ˆ ˆ

k k k k k kE y Cx y Cx m

 
      

And with an attack: 

     1 1

| 1 | 1
ˆ ˆlim 2 T

k k k k k k
k

E y Cx y Cx m trace C C  

 


      
 

where   is derived as the solution of the Lyapunov equation 
T TB B    and    

is the covariance of the residues | 1
ˆ

i i iy Cx   of the Kalman filter. 
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Appendix B: 

Program code 

 

nesC code for sensor-actuator wireless device. Programming part 

/* 

 *  Double sensor-actuator application 

 * 

 * @author Albert Forment 

 */ 

#include "Timer.h" 

#include "Plant.h" 

#include "message.h" 

 

module PlantC 

{ 

 uses { 

  interface Boot; 

  interface SplitControl as RadioControl; 

  interface AMSend; 

  interface Receive as RadioReceive[am_id_t id]; 

  interface Packet as RadioPacket; 

  interface AMPacket as RadioAMPacket; 

     

  interface Leds; 

     

  /* ADc interface */ 

  interface Resource as ADCrequest; 

  interface Msp430Adc12MultiChannel as MultiChannel; 

 } 

 provides interface AdcConfigure<const msp430adc12_channel_config_t*>; 

} 

 

implementation 

{ 

 /* A/D converter channel configuration and other needed variables */ 

 const msp430adc12_channel_config_t config = { 

  INPUT_CHANNEL_A5, REFERENCE_VREFplus_AVss, REFVOLT_LEVEL_2_5, 

  SHT_SOURCE_SMCLK, SHT_CLOCK_DIV_1, SAMPLE_HOLD_64_CYCLES, 

  SAMPCON_SOURCE_SMCLK, SAMPCON_CLOCK_DIV_1 

 }; 

 bool d; 

 uint16_t buffer[BUFFER_SIZE]; 

 

 

 /* Variables needed for the radio management */ 

 message_t sendbuf, receivebuf; 

 bool sendbusy; 

 

 /* Sensor and actuator data variables */ 

 plant_t local, localreceived; 

 uint16_t read_1; 

 uint16_t read_2; 

 

  /* When we head an  message, we check it's sample count. If 

     it's ahead of ours, we "jump" forwards (set our count to the received 

     count). However, we must then suppress our next count increment. This 

     is a very simple form of "time" synchronization (for an abstract 

     notion of time). */ 

 bool suppress_count_change; 

 

 /****************************************************************************** 

  @name:      report_problem, report_sent, report_received 
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  @function:  functions to show with mote's LEDs the status of communication. 

 

  @parameter: none 

 

  @return:    none 

  

*******************************************************************************/ 

  void report_problem() { call Leds.led0Toggle(); } 

  void report_sent() { call Leds.led1Toggle(); } 

  void report_received() { call Leds.led2Toggle(); } 

 

 

 

 event void Boot.booted() { 

  

 /* Here we write info on sent structure which doesn't change (period, sender 

address) */ 

  local.interval = DEFAULT_INTERVAL; 

  local.id = TOS_NODE_ID; 

  atomic { 

   DAC12_0CTL = DAC12IR + DAC12AMP_5 + DAC12ENC; 

   DAC12_1CTL = DAC12IR + DAC12AMP_5 + DAC12ENC; 

  } 

 

  

/* Boot of radio communication */ 

/* 

************************************************************************************** 

*/ 

 

  if (call RadioControl.start() != SUCCESS) 

   report_problem(); 

 }  

   

   event void RadioControl.startDone(error_t error) { 

   } 

 

   event void RadioControl.stopDone(error_t error) { 

   } 

 

 

   

   

/* Part for sensor readings (AD converters) ******************************************* 

*/ 

  

 async command const msp430adc12_channel_config_t* 

AdcConfigure.getConfiguration() 

 { 

  return &config; 

 } 

  

 /****************************************************************************** 

  @name:      getData 

 

  @function:  request the data from ADC readings 

 

  @parameter: none 

 

  @return:    none 

  

*******************************************************************************/ 

 void task getData() 

 { 

  call ADCrequest.request(); 

 } 

  

 

/****************************************************************************** 

@name:      ADCrequest.granted() 

 

@function:  when a resource is requested, this event is executed if possible to obtain 

      it, so we initiate the data acquisition into this event 

 

@parameter: none 

 

@return:    none 
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*******************************************************************************/ 

 event void ADCrequest.granted() 

 { 

  atomic{ 

   adc12memctl_t memctl[] = { {INPUT_CHANNEL_A0, 

REFERENCE_VREFplus_AVss}, {INPUT_CHANNEL_A1, REFERENCE_VREFplus_AVss}}; 

   if (call MultiChannel.configure(&config, memctl, 2, buffer, 3, 0) 

== SUCCESS) { 

 

    call MultiChannel.getData(); 

   } 

  } 

 } 

  

/****************************************************************************** 

@name:      MultiChannel.dataReady 

 

@function:  this function boots when the data of the ADCs is ready. This is saved in 

      global variables. 

 

@parameter: *buf, numSamples. The result of the conversions can be read in *buf. 

 

@return:    none 

  

*******************************************************************************/  

 async event void MultiChannel.dataReady(uint16_t *buf, uint16_t numSamples) 

 { 

  uint16_t *data_ptr; 

   

  data_ptr = buf; 

 

  atomic { 

   read_1 = data_ptr[1]; 

   read_2 = data_ptr[2]; 

 

  } 

   

  call ADCrequest.release(); 

 }  

  

/* Part for receiving and sending messages by the radio */ 

/* 

************************************************************************************* 

*/ 

  

/****************************************************************************** 

@name:      receive 

 

@function:  what to do with a received message from Radio (Here we have to attach the 

      U of controller).  

 

@parameter: message pointer, payload and length of message. 

 

@return:    message pointer 

  

*******************************************************************************/ 

 message_t* receive(message_t *msg, void *payload, uint8_t len) { 

     

     message_t *ret = msg; 

  plant_t* rcm = (plant_t*)payload;  

     

      

        

     if (rcm -> id == 2) 

     { 

      if (rcm -> msgtype == 0) 

      { 

          post getData(); 

    /* Here you get the sensors data */ 

       atomic { 

     local.readings[0] = read_1; 

     local.readings[1] = read_2; 

    } 

    if (!sendbusy && sizeof local <= call 

AMSend.maxPayloadLength()) 

    { 
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     memcpy(call AMSend.getPayload(&sendbuf), &local, 

sizeof local); 

     if (call AMSend.send(2, &sendbuf, sizeof local) == 

SUCCESS) 

      sendbusy = TRUE; 

    } 

    if (!sendbusy) 

     report_problem(); 

   } 

      else if (rcm -> msgtype == 1) { 

       report_received(); 

       atomic { 

     DAC12_0DAT = rcm -> readings[0]; 

     DAC12_1DAT = rcm -> readings[1];  

     

    } 

    if (!suppress_count_change) 

     local.count++; 

    suppress_count_change = FALSE; 

      } 

     }            

     return ret; 

 } 

 

/****************************************************************************** 

@name:      RadioReceive.receive 

 

@function:  just call receive to solve what to do with received message. This is 

      booted when a message via radio is received. 

 

@parameter: message pointer, payload and length of message 

 

@return:    message pointer 

  

*******************************************************************************/ 

 event message_t *RadioReceive.receive[am_id_t id](message_t *msg, 

          void *payload, 

          uint8_t len) { 

     return receive(msg, payload, len); 

 } 

 

/****************************************************************************** 

  @name:      AMSend.sendDone 

 

  @function:  when a radio message is sent, this function boots. 

 

  @parameter: message pointer and error 

 

  @return:     

  

*******************************************************************************/ 

 event void AMSend.sendDone(message_t* msg, error_t error) { 

  if (error == SUCCESS) 

   report_sent(); 

  else 

   report_problem(); 

  sendbusy = FALSE; 

 }  

 

/* End of implementation */ 

} 

 

 

nesC code for sensor-actuator wireless device. Configuration part. 

/******************* 

 @PlantAppC.nc 

********************/ 

 

#include "Plant.h" 
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#include "Msp430Adc12.h" 

 

 

configuration PlantAppC { } 

implementation 

{ 

  components PlantC, MainC, ActiveMessageC as Radio, LedsC, 

HplMsp430GeneralIOC, 

    new Msp430Adc12ClientAutoRVGC() as ADc, /* Analog-to-digital 

converter */     

    new SensirionSht11C() as Sensor,  

    new AMSenderC(AM_PLANT), new AMReceiverC(AM_PLANT); /* Management 

of radio messages */ 

 

  /* Wirings for the main program and LEDs */ 

  PlantC.Boot -> MainC; 

  PlantC.Leds -> LedsC; 

   

  /* Wirings of elements for radio management */ 

  PlantC.RadioControl -> Radio; 

  PlantC.AMSend -> AMSenderC; 

  PlantC.RadioReceive -> Radio.Receive; 

  PlantC.RadioPacket -> Radio; 

  PlantC.RadioAMPacket -> Radio; 

   

  /* Wirings of elements of the ADc */ 

  PlantC.ADCrequest -> ADc; 

  ADc.AdcConfigure -> PlantC; 

  PlantC.MultiChannel -> ADc.Msp430Adc12MultiChannel; 

   

} 

 

Matlab code inside Labview. LQR control. 

if (C1 | C2) 
      % Model calculation (C1: first sample. C2: recalculation by change in the reference). 

      [s,sd,H0,U0] = QTmodel(h10,h20,NMP); 

      h10use=h10; h20use = h20; 
      h30=H0(1); h40 = H0(2); 

      u10 = U0(1); u20=U0(2); 

      % Initial values for Kalman estimation 
      if C1 

              x_e=[-h10; -h20;  -h30; -h40]; 

      end 
       

      % Kalman filter noise matrices 
      QN =0.3*eye(2); 

      RN =[0.4970 0; 0 0.4990]; 

      % LQR optimization matrices 
      Q=[20 0 0 0; 0 20 0 0; 0 0 1 0; 0 0 0 1]; 

      R=[10 0; 0 10]; 

      % Controler and observer design 
      [KEST,L,P,M,Z] = kalman(sd,QN,RN); 

      [K,S,E] = dlqr(sd.a,sd.b,Q,R); 

end 
 

% Kalman filter. 

y = [y1-h10use; y2-h20use]; 
y_e=sd.c*x_e; 

      % k|k estimation. 

x_e=x_e+L*(y-y_e); 
 

X=x_e'+[h10use h20use h30 h40]; 

Y=[y1 y2]; 
% Just to extract values and show them. 
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% LQR. Feedback control. 

u=-K*x_e; 

u1=u(1); u2=u(2); 
 

% Output 

u1 = u(1)+u10; 
u2 = u(2)+u20; 

[u1,u2]=AntiWU(u1,u2); 

 
% k+1|k estimation (after ctrl act saturation) 

x_e=sd.a*x_e+sd.b*[u1-u10;u2-u20]; 
 

Matlab code inside Labview. LQR control. 

h10=10; h20=10; 

if (it0==1) 
      % Model calculation 

      [s,sd,H0,U0] = QTmodel(h10,h20,NMP); 

      G=tf(s); 
       

      h30=H0(1); h40 = H0(2); 

      u10 = U0(1); u20=U0(2); 
      % Initial values for Kalman estimation 

      x_e=[-h10; -h20;  -h30; -h40]; 

       
      % Initial values for PID controls 

      u11=0; e11=0; u21=0; e21=0; 

 
      % Kalman filter noise matrices 

      QN =0.25*eye(2); 

      RN =[0.4970 0; 0 0.4990]; 

      % Observer design 

      [KEST,L,P,M,Z] = kalman(sd,QN,RN); 

end 
 

% Kalman filter. 

y = [y1-h10; y2-h20]; 
y_e=sd.c*x_e; 

      % k|k estimation. 

x_e=x_e+L*(y-y_e); 
 

% Error values 

ref1=ref1-h10; ref2=ref2-h20; 
e1 = ref1-x_e(1); 

e2 = ref2-x_e(2); 

 
X=x_e'+[h10 h20 h30 h40]; 

y=y'+[h10 h20]; 

% Just to extract values and show them. 

 

% PID control (depending on process zero) 
% Minimum phase 

 

if NMP==0  
      u1 = u11 + 0.062*e1 - 0.031*e11; 

      u2 = u21 + 0.044*e2 - 0.022*e21; 

% Non-minimum phase 
else  

      u1 = u11 + 0.05*e2 - 0.025*e21; 

      u2 = u21 + 0.05*e1 - 0.025*e11; 
end 

 

% Output 
u1 = u1+u10; 

u2 = u2+u20; 

[u1,u2]=AntiWU(u1,u2); 

 

% k+1|k estimation (after ctrl act saturation) 

x_e=sd.a*x_e+sd.b*[u1-u10;u2-u20]; 
 

% Saving values for the following sample. 
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e11 = e1; e21 = e2; 

u11 = u1 - u10; u21 = u2 - u20; 
 

Matlab code inside Labview. Robust control. 

h10=10; h20=10; 

if it0==1 

      % Model 
      [s,sd,H0,U0] = QTmodel(h10,h20,NMP); 

      u10=U0(1); u20=U0(2); 

 
      % Kalman filter noise matrices 

      QN =[0.25 0; 0 0.25]; 

      RN =[0.4970 0; 0 0.4990]; 
      % Observer design 

      [KEST,L,P,M,Z] = kalman(sd,QN,RN);    

      x_e=[-h10; -h20; -H0(1); -H0(2)];    
 

 

      % Wf and Fd to calculate robust control. 
      if NMP == 0 

            Wf=[0.2884 0.0813; 0.1413 0.1928]; 

            Fd=[zpk(-0.3466,0,0.07) 0; 0 zpk(-0.3466,0,0.09)]; 
      else 

            Wf=[0.4097 0.5364; 0.4603 0.4074]; 

            Fd=[zpk(-0.135,0,0.08) 0; 0 zpk(-0.135,0,0.09)]; 
      end 

      W1=Wf*Fd; 

      W2=eye(2); 
       

      % Robust control 

      G=tf(s); 

      [F,CL,GAM,INFO]=ncfsyn(G,W1,W2); 

      F=tf(F); F=minreal(F); 

      Fz=c2d(F,2,'tustin'); 
 

      % Taking values of the transfer function 

      [num,den]=tfdata(Fz); 
      Fu1e1=num{1,1}; Fu1e2=num{1,2}; 

      Fu2e1=num{2,1}; Fu2e2=num{2,2}; 

      den=den{1,1}; % The denominators are common: just  
                                % one coefficients vector is needed. 

      Fu=-den(2:length(den));; 

       
      % Past values vectors initialized 

      U1=zeros(length(Fu),1); 

      U2=zeros(length(Fu),1); 
      E1=zeros(max(length(Fu1e1),length(Fu2e1)),1); 

      E2=zeros(max(length(Fu1e2),length(Fu2e2)),1); 

 

% End of initial calculations 

end 
 

% Output "linearisation" 

y=[y1-h10; y2-h20]; 
 

% Filter 

y_e=sd.c*x_e; 
      % k|k estimation. 

x_e=x_e+L*(y-y_e); 

 
% To visualize 

Y=[y1 y2]; 

X=x_e'+[h10 h20 H0']; 
 

% Errors 

e1 = x_e(1) - (ref1-h10); e2 = x_e(2) - (ref2-h20); 

% Error vectors update 

E1=[e1; E1(1:(length(E1)-1))]; 

E2=[e2; E2(1:(length(E2)-1))]; 
 

% Controller programmed using vectors extrected from 
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% the calculated transfer matrix 

u1 = Fu1e1*E1(1:length(Fu1e1))+Fu1e2*E2(1:length(Fu1e2))+Fu*U1; 

u2 = Fu2e1*E1(1:length(Fu2e1))+Fu2e2*E2(1:length(Fu2e2))+Fu*U2; 

 
% Ctrl action saturation 

u1 = u1+u10; 

u2 = u2+u20; 
[u1,u2]=AntiWU(u1,u2); 

 

% Saving control action vectors (here to avoid wind-up) 
U1=[u1-u10; U1(1:(length(U1)-1))]; 

U2=[u2-u20; U2(1:(length(U2)-1))]; 

 
% k+1|k estimation (here to avoid wind-up too) 

x_e=sd.a*x_e+sd.b*[u1-u10;u2-u20]; 
 

% Reboot of past values if ctrl actions are switched off 

if ctrl == 0 

      U1=zeros(length(Fu),1); 

      U2=zeros(length(Fu),1); 

      E1=zeros(max(length(Fu1e1),length(Fu2e1)),1); 
      E2=zeros(max(length(Fu1e2),length(Fu2e2)),1); 

end 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


